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I 1CITRODUCTION

.

For the last three and a half years our research efforts were devoted
to the study of media, particularly television, as they affect the mastery of
mental skills. These studies resulted from.a previous series of experiments

and a field study which dealt with similar questions. The present report

summarizes the past three and onejhalf years of research, 'which were supported

by the Spencer Foundation. This report is final, and yet not-so-final, as
.

the results of still another school-based experiment, are not included in it.

Consequently, althoughl,we end this report offering a revised theory of media

and cognition, we delay the drawing of conclusions and educational implication

until after the results of the additional experiment willbe analyzed.

Many changes have taken place in our thinking about media and cognition,

as the project'developed over the years' since May 1973, when we submitted our
proposal to the Spencer Foundation. These changes are reflected in the report.
"It opens with the original ideas formulated in 1972, and continues to follow,

step by .step, the developments as they.occurred. The final 'chapter of this

report is devoted to a revision of our initial theoretical formulations. The

reader neither interested in the developmentp of our ideas nor in the technical

details and specific findings of our studies, could satisfy himself by readiig-

onlythat chapter.

. Because we.wanted to show the graddal development of bur ideas, wet

includedlin this report', mutatis mutandis, parts pf the original proposal,

annual reports and journal article's which were written during the last three
years: any technical details were omitted,from the report as well as a
number f secondary 'statistical analyses, lest the report became too cumbersome.

A
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1. GENERAL BACKGROUND'

a

Media, sometimes referred to as "instructional technology", arefrequently .

expected to improve teaching and learning to a substantial extent. AS t he Report
of the Commission

on Instructional Technology has Pli,t it, "technology can make -4,
education more productive, individual, and powerful, make learning more immedia te,
give instruction a more scientific base and make access to education more equal"
(1970). However, as Olson (1674a) writes, we know as yet neither how to describe:
the psychological effects of these technologies, nor how to adapt them to the

purposes of education., In fact, if one is to judge by the results of research
(e.g. Allen, 1971; Silberman, 1970), media have either_negligible impacts or simply
unknown ones.

It is quite possible that the impact of media on education is indeed
negligible. But this is very Likely the result of the ways in which media are
currently used. One is reminded in this context of Dettinger and Marks' criticism
(1968) of computer based instruction (CBI) which is supposed to cater to individual) 1000
differendes. CBI, they maintained, led to no significantprogress not because it
was,incapable of doing'so, but because it was.put to unimportant usages.

The fact that media have a rather negligible impact does not imply, however,
that we are facing inheren limitations,of media. It is more likely an outcome of
poo4"and superficial usages of media (e.g., Mi7 elke, 1970). The same applies to
the 'research accompanying the implementation of media. It failed to dea3/4 with.the
critical issues. As,Gordon

.1

(1969) put it:

"What we cannot calculate is the overall effect of this shift
[tonew mediah and whether the right parts of subject matter
disciplines have been transferred to thIse 'new' mediums. Most
regeatch in this area has been designed merely to measure the
influence of technology (not mediums) upon academic grades,
rather than determine the real differences'betWeen'the mediums
themselves" (p: 118).

1

Thwpresent ,chapter is taken from the original proposal, May 1973.
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Indeed, the negligible impact of media was the result of both their

'relatively unimaginative' use and our poor knowledge oftheir unique natures.

The unique natures of media are not to be found, however, in their

technologies of transmission. Both logit and the'ever-present "non-significant

differences" found in research on media suggest that the tere shift frOm one

technolbgy of transmission to another, eanflot account for any meaningful shift

in educational outcomes. ,Consider the case of maps. When black children or

children froM a Moslem background were foundto be poor map readers, they

fnanifested difficulties with the symbolic code of the medium,,not with the

transmission (Salomon, 1969; Feldman, 1971). Consequently, the question of

whether the maps were printed or projected is qtite immaterial.

It is the symbolic, communicational attribute of media; rather than

technological differentes', which is assumed to make a significantidifference

in learning (Olson, 1974a). In.addition we may-assume, together with Pryluck

and Snow (1967), that whenever unique symbolic attributes of media are used,

unique learning outcomes may 'result.

Technologies of transmission and symbolic codes are, of course,

associated with eachother. The development of a new technology (e.g. film)

opens the way for a new "language" to emerge (Ivins, 1953)., This does not

yet imply, however, that whenever the technology is in use, its unique

"language" components are used- Hence the difference'between a televised ,

lesson and a television lesson. The former is a regular lesson transmitted

via TV. The latter is a lesson' which makes use'of whatever uniqueness is-

offered' by the medium..
4

It is unfortunate that hardly anything resembling the linguistic-

arial:yses of spoken languages is to..be found in the ieldof media., There

are, however, a few attempts to analyze the language pf film (e.g., Pryluck,'
,

1968), pictures (Kolers, 1969;. Arnheim, 1974) and,maps (Salomon, 1968).

Although none of these are complete, they nevertheless make it rather clear

that media do in fact have "languages", that these have, different "grammars",

and that they therefore could call upon different mental skills (e.g. Olson,

1974a; Garnder, Howard & Perkins, 1974). 'TheSe skills are necessary for the

2
We are not overlooking the fewhighly imaginative usages of media as in the

,case of Sesame ;treet This, though, are the exceptions, rather than the rule.

7
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extraction of information and for its protessiw.

1

It is because of this that one can speak of "intelligence as skill in
a medium" (Olson, 1976) that is, one's mastery of the skills required to
extract:and process infOrmation from a specific symbol system or mediums The
fact that intelligence, as measured by stanard tests, is conceilied'of as

mainly verbal, is a corollary of both the dominance of verbal media in our
Icultve, as well as the paucity of-research into the non-verbal media of
communication. Nevertheless, there is good reason to believe that media-

related mental skills are of vital importance' (e.g. Bruner, 1964).
4 4

Media - related 'mental skills are mental operations without-which one
cannot extract and properly process the information presented through a.specific
medium. The existence of such mental skills is corroborated by cross-cultural
research (e.g., Hudson, 1967) and by theoretical considerations. Bruner
(1964) writes:

41

"Where representation of the environmen is concerned it...
1depends upon tec4iques that are learne - and theseVare

precisely the techniques that serve to amplify our motor
acts, our perceptions, and our ratiocinative activities"
*(p. '2).

Moreover, as :Bruner, Olver-and Greenfield maintain:

"Any implement system (amplifiers of human capacities) to
be effective must produce an appropriate internal counter-
part" (1966, p. 56).

It is as if some isomorphism between the external, communicAtional
-

'system and an internal, representational one, is implied. Indeed, Berlyne
(1965) goes even further, suggesting a dual function of-signs and symbols:
they serve for external communication purposes and, atthe same time, serve-
also internal representational ones.

This pOssible isomorphist has received little attention outside the
realm dT language. However, for many a resear-Oher in that field, :language

and thought are closely associated. One of the ways in which the two are
linked is the internalization of language to be,used as "internal verbaliztion"
- a vehicle of thought. This is clearly implied by the research andfK

1.
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theoretical formulations of Kendlgr (1971), Vygotsky. (1962) and others,

According to Vygotsky langl:age is internatned ( "ingroWth") by thp child
*

to become "inner,soeech'S !WoLOit then be combs verbal, while speech becomes ,

. N
rational ,

koger :Iro,v71 "1 $65 ceferrirg to, the same p'lenomenoa, states i.hat -

"Apparently an entity that can be efficiently transmitted from
one member to another of the same linguistic community can be
efficiently retained from one.occasieh fo another by a single
Member of the community -ft,WIlen an effective message qpih De

composed for others, an effective message can-be composed for
oneself., Encoding into the Spoken language seems to he useful'
for info ,ration storage and retrieval's (p. 334)

Indeed, when Blank.and Solomon 6068) suggested verbal tutoring of

culturally disadvantaged chilqpn *heir pdrpose was --,ot to improve the children's

language Rather, .they expected the verbal concepts to be iAtrnalized and

used in thought

7
Thele are otheT approaL,e-. to thought andolanguage which oppose the

internalizaticy. iew -Fodor (197S), for.instariLe, provides quite .eompelling

arguments.against y<2t- :oroquently ...:annot escape making the assumption

that one has an internal representational system which is "innate". This view,

labelled by Fodor himself as "scandalous" is ciutigized by Schlestger (1977a,

1977b) who refdimulates an Lternafive view, based on the assertion that language

is, after all,'internalized to become d too of thought_

If_language, a communicational symbol system, can be internalized to

become a "tool of thought", and if media, other than language, have their own

Symbol systems, coup they not be internalized as well? Moreover, could they

not come to serve mediational (i.e , covert representational) functions similar

to those accomplighed by internalized language?

This question is of more than mere academic interest. If the answer

is affirmative, entirely new ways to use media become available. Such new

ways would exploit the unique attributes of media to facilitate the development

of desirable mental processes
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Granting the presence of non-Vtbal codes in thought, and their

poss-ible generality as schematic figural operations, one is'led to ask whether
they can be internalized from a cultural source such as fillms or maps. The

analogy with language suggests itself, but ft,may be misleading. While, the

young child is both an encoder of ideas, into the language codt, as well asa.
decoAT of it, he has little opportunity (if any at ald) 6 encode anything

into, say,-the code, of film. Withregard.to most media he is but a decoder.
Could he then internIlize a code without any active usage of it? The question4
in faci:.refers.to the process of learning which might account for such possible
internalization,3

Piaget Offers the mechanism of imitation to account for the creation

of imagery.. He says:

"It thus becomes pos?ible to view the image, even at the
highest levels of representation,.as interior imitation
resulting from the ever present sensciry-motoi schemas...
The accommodation of the perceptive activity form the image,
which is thus intexiorized-imitation" (1962, p. 77).

This emphasis on imitation, as the main vehicle for the formaion of

images, is further elaborAed on and empirically corroborated by Piaget and
.6helder (1971). Images, according to Piaget, aia active copies of perception.

However, in contrast to the notion of imageS as attenuated forms of perception

or copies of reality, he considers them to be imitations of perception, meaning:

active internalized reconstructions pf perception.

It is interesting to note that in spite of the Manyrecent studies on

imitation, there is very little direct evidence '(aside from the work of Piaget)
to show that children, in fact, imitate nOn-htiman Trregations, transformations
in space, and the'like. However, there is no evidence to rule out such
possibility. ,

f

Undoubtedly, such learning could take place only if certain conditions

are met. .These conditions, such as duration of eposure, Telative subjective

3
Recent work by H: Gardner sheds light n this issue.

10

.-

11.
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novelty,ofithe modelled operation, and the ltke, are discussed elsewhere,

(Salomon, 1972). More important, though, is the relationship between the

medium-modelled code or operation; and the-itealmeirs cognitive make -up.

QuitecleArly, not all the operations-which can possibly be shown on, say,

film, are intern4lizab'le by all learners.- Berlyne (1965) points out that

just observing an operation does not assure its learning. ,Piaget (1,964) makes

this point a bit clearer. An operation, he claims, has to d6 With a trans- .

_

formation which is a part of a whole system? It has. to "agree" in some way with

the existing cognitive structures.

Stich "agreements" are difficult to determine because oftvious /

methodological obstacles.
4

But they can be inferred. Thus, for example,

De Soto, London and Handel (1960 studied the relationship between reasoning

and spatial ordering 'of the information. They reached the conclusion that 4

-' "people have in fact a fateful predilectiOn-forlinear orderings" of sylogistic
.

problems. Linearly presented, such problems are "easier". The reason: them

is,some resemblance between the'mode of- reasoning and the mode of presentation.

Travers (1965) makes a similar obse-Evation with special reference tb line

drawings. Their extraordinary value, he maintains, is due to the fact that

tklei transmit information in compressed form which.fi compatible with the form

of compression used 13)7 the nervous system. BrUebr, in a pumber of .laces (e.g.,

Bruner et al., 1966) maintains that information - to be appropriately processed -\

needs to be presented in accordance with either the enactive, iconic or,symbplic /

-state of the learner's development.

In short, then, for'media-codes, or-for that matter - any media

generated operation, to be internalized, some agreement with already existing

structures is needed. Film appears to have precisely this quality. MUnsterberg,

(1970, orig. 1916) describes this quality. Speaking of filmic close-up-(a

0distinctive grammatical feature of the medium) he sa)s:

"The close-up has objectified in our world of perception, our
mentalmact of attention and by-it has furpi§bed art with a means
whichlfar transcend the power, of any theater stage" (p.'38).

4
4). Feltman is presently col,cr'led with this question its his research.
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4111He goes on to: explain,th'at.Aue attention (ak,in o seleCtio n-of information

r `AB

is badly required in real life; tr'ih,avt-heAter oplay, .mot ,is done forUs by

the- film which singles.out for us the'crttical.features. the.--

filmic'techn;.ques of flash-backs, Oickcuts, etc., are seen by him as
fuSing'informatibn for us, in a way resembling What., wt'would" hale done

.covertly without these techniques, Thus; he 'maintailts: "The phdvpray Obeys .

v- the laws of the mind rather than those of the outer world" (p- 41).
.

lu'light of the PTecedingdiscussion'we could raise a number Of

researchable questions, for exampit cah'alearnal_internalize an externally'
' presented operation as a result of his expire t a medium which "models"

this operation for civen'tNt the opfation 3S art of the mediumts

co e and is thus generalizable, could the lea ncworate it into his
co nitive repertoire and uses, is,a Mental skill? .Thus,. e.g., can the

filmic zoom-in tedvnique teach a child who has difficulty in discriminating
4

salient cues to'attend more selectively? Can slow motion techniques-help 'an

impulsive child to develop a more reflective mental pace (Lesser, 1972r
.

To These we might add the following questions. Firstly, does such
A-

learning take place "naturally ", that is,' as ac-result-of natural exposure to
the media? Could this theng''Ccount for differences, in media-literacy?

Secondly, could such learding be facilitated by deliberate'emphasis,on

specific media attributes? Thirdly, could such learning benhanced if
learners are taught to encode ideas into the mediUm's,code,-thus make them
communicate through it? Finally, what role do speific aptitudes play in
the course of such learning?

The first set of three experiments and oneffield study,to be briefly.

,reportedbelow, were designed to provide initial answers tosomc of the above

.
qttestions'

Related Research

Three exper(ments (fully described'in Salomon, 1974a) were designed

to answer the following major questions:

,

-
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'''The first question, was whether one's ability to visualize aecertain

operation and apply it to new instances could be improved by exposure to a,
UMW

,filmic presentation which models it overtly (we called this function - '

.supplantation). 'A second question concerned the differential improvement

that.could.be observed:. following such.exposureeingearners who differ i

their ability toperform the, modelled operation on their own., A t.

concerned tht tole that verbal ability plays 1,n this kiild 'of learning.

Two kinds of c erations were selected fgr study: One was%the operation

of singling out deta ls.from a rich xisual ditplay; an "operation which is well

supplanted, or med led, by the filmid techniqueor zooming -in one details

(Munsterberg, 1970). Improvetnents of this operation were expedted to be

manifested on tests of cue-attendance. This operation was employed in-the

first and second experiments- (N=80 and, =96 respectively)-. The other.operation,

employ ed in the third experiment (N=42),was that of laying7out solid objects.

One's mastery of, it is testable by one of ThUrstone's tests. This operation

differes from thepreceding one by virtue orits being unrelated to the filmic

code or "language". Zooming-in, unlike laying out objects, is a Olear example

9r

of a filmle1:language" component.

In all the e0erimentssthe operations were shown to thS'Ss-a number Of
. - .

. .

times. In the first'experiment,.Ss were Shown thtee films in whiCh the camera
.ii,;

)
- .

zoomed-in.on 80 details of Breughel- paintings. In the second experiment the
- -

-same.procedure was followed, although the number of zoom-ins was reduced to 42,

in each Mill.

.;7$

In' the third experiment, the ldking-but4ffive-solid objects was ° -toW

shown.'_ Each object, once completely layed-out, gradually fdlyled up again.,

_ . .

In all three experiments the modelling condition was eontrasted with a

"short-circuiting" (SC) 441 That, is: A condition In which Ss were shbwn the

initial and final states of the operation, 'but not the operation itself. Thus,

in'the first and second experiments, in the SC conditions saw Aides depicting

the whole painting and slides depicting details, but not the °petition of zooming,-

.in which connected the painting with any one of the details. In the third

-
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experrmert Ss saw pairs -of slide's depicting an abject and its layout, but not
.....

the operation of.laying-dt It was hypothesized that initially able Ss would

tien1 most front the, SC conditions since they could provide the missing,, .

. operation. .- .

'Each experiment was preceded by pretes,t,s of the appropriate aptitudes:

-.'cue -attendance ability '(experimenTs I' acid II), visualijon Ability (experiment
..,III)a4 verbal ability (expe'riments-II,and III).

46-
,

.1 ._

Results
%

can be briefly summarized as follows :5 Filmic supplantation
had a significant effect on the Ss' ability to covertly execute the operation,..........

; and apply it to new materials. Thus, in experiment those Ss exposed to-the
zooming --in films became significantly better cue-attenders as'well as manifest-

.%

significantly more information search than either Ss in the "short - circuiting"
J

conditions or control-group Ss. Simi,larly, in experiment III,. A exposed to .

411re lay-out film performed significantly better on Thurstones test than the. ,.

other Ss. In experiment II no such effect was observed, apparently due to the

teduced.amotint,of modelling.

'These findings suggest that:

s) Learners can internalize operations overtly supplanted for them'by film,

and use them as mental skills in lir situations, thus, displaying speCific
cognitive. changes;

.
. s

b) This kind of learning applies, to both an operation which is a very part
.

of a medium's "'language" `zooming-in experiment I), as well to am opeiftion

which can be supplanted by film without being a necessary part of the medium's

"language (lay -outs in experiment.III).

In addition to these average improvements, significant aptitpde-
,,,

jtreatment-interactions were found in two of the experim4Its. In general - Ss

with poor mastery of the relevant aptitude benefited subst'antially from filmic

supplantation but did not benefit from "short - circuiting" the operation.

Very similar results were obtained by'Rovett (1975).who studied, among other
things, the skill-cultivating effects of a film which supplanted spatial%
abilities a la Shephard.

14
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On the other hand, Ss with relatively.

'from tfllb "Short-Circuiting" condition

following exposure to the supplanting

regression lines df post-over pretest

Post

Test

Post

Test

supplantation

good mastery of the skill benefited

but displayed depressed performance

films. Figures 1 and 2 present the

scores for each experimental condition.

SC

.

control

Initial cue attendance ability

Figure 1: Results from Exp. I

supplantation 4

SC

Visualization Ability

Figure 2; Results from Exp. III

These, interactions suggest thai:

c) While supplanting an operation very explicit

of the cognitive skill in the learner of poor in'tia ability, the one with

better ability benefits more when allowed to co ertly employ a re4evant operation

which he has mastered already (as.is the case the 'SC condition).

. 4

y facilitates the development'

I
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Wetness here e dual intructional function of the medium: It can
call upon specifi6 mental operations, as in the SC conditions, and, it can

overtly supplant them, as lin:the modelling condition. While calling upon an
operation further develops thepe.raiion in those Ss who have some initial
mastery of it, Supplanting the opetion.is beneficial, only to those who have
poor mastery of it. Finally, with regard to the role of verbal ability, it
was found to either correlate n4katively with learning from a modelling film

.'(Exp. III) or not to correlate with learning.at all (EJcp. II'. We are thus
led to conclude that --

d) The kind'of instruction studied in those experiments is particularly °
suited for low aptitude kOrers,,and arso for those of poor verbal
ability.

The three experiments briefly reported above, were.followed bx a large
.field study. Some aspects of the /field study bear directly upon .issues

4

considered.here.
--r'

The study was.designed to inyestigate the educational impact of the
American TV.Program Sesame Street-on Israegchildren Onefof the-major
aspects of the study was the impact, f exposure to the progrIm on children's

"media-literacy", i.e., those Ment which'are needed for the extraction
of information from the vrogramsnd which may, at the same time, be developed

as a result of exposure to it. Cognitive skills, assumed to be affected by
the,program were, e.g., the 'ability to see somebody else's point of'view,
ability to'relate details to a "gestaltP, ability to infer a-logical segiAente
from an unorganized one, and the like.'

The Major hypothesis was that since the program utilizes the "language"
Of the medium to its utMoS1, and since.Israeli children have had very little
exposure to that Style of,TV by th?t time, particular mental skills of these
children must undergo ch'anges as a result Of their exposure to, the .prdgram.

6
For a detail&I'summary report of the study please see Salomon, 1974c.
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A battery of "tedia-literacy" tests was developed, and children, aced

e;:and 8, were pretested on it (N-1:317).. 'One-half of the sample was Tower

SES children while-the other half was from middle-class homes. Once the

program was aired, childien'S amount of exposure, enjoyment and comprehension

was measured on six occasions. The program was shown for five months twice a

week. At the end of this period all children were posttested with the same

battery. .

Dati were analyzed by means of Multiple Regression-techniques, which

allowed us to parti41 out (or "control for") the effects of SES, age, initial

-ability and sevkralibaCkgroundvfactors. This, then, made it possible to

evaluate-the "ne' effect of exposure to the show on children's cognitive'skills.

The overall findino;were as follows:

a) Exposure to the show accounted for up to 28.4V of the posttest variances

'after ano4r 16% to 61% of the Variances were partiall out due to other

factors. Thus.,...it could be concluded that exposure to highly demanding-

program,' which utilizes extensively the "language" of th medium, accounts for

substantial changes in cognitive skills.
z4-4.

b) The older children underwent larger cognitiVe changes'than younger,

pre-school, children.

c) While lower SES children gained more in their analytic and associative

abilities,(e.g., matohilfi, ofOield inilipmeden'ee), middle class children tended

to gain more in abilities of synth. (d go;, classification or making

"gestalts"Y.-

In sum, this study suggested that in agreement with out theoretical

explication, cognitive skills can be affected by a medium. More specifically,

a'medium's "l'anguage" can be learned to serve in mental capacities. Such

cognitive changes have direct effects on additional variables: e.g., exposure

to Sesame Street had a'strong effect on the children's'ability to learn a

chapter in biology from a common instructional film.

17 -/
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Having considered the theoretical possibility of inducing cognitive

41.

changes through media, and having provided preliminary empirical evidence to
suppoft these considerations, we turn to the rationale fort.he proposed

astudies.

.,,Our field study of the cognitive effects oc Sesame Street suggested

that exposure to such a demanding program may have specific cognitive- effects.

which'are closely related to the "grammatical" nature of the medium. But the
extent of such changes, and the nature of the mental skills which have a better
chance of being affected, remained unclear.

Our experiments 'suggested that one can induc pecific changes, employing

particular potentialities of film, .However,* theluestion of whether supplantation
(and hence imitation) is,the most educationally effective and psychologically

-

sound proceddre, remains unsolved. As '01,42 found, a short-circuiting protedure,
)-' which calls upon specific processes rather than models them, is more beneficial

for some learners. All that the studies have tentatively shown his that modelling
,of film-specific and non-specific operations can be-internalized by some learners,

and that exposure to a demanding progfam such as. Sesame Street may lead to some
cognitive changOs in second.and third graders.

The three major questions. which therefore neeld to be answered were
(a) to what extent does exposure to the mass. media modify, particular cognitive

4,` 4
. skills? (b) in whay ways can that potentiality of media

4
(i.e., to induce

cognitive:changes), be made to serve education most effectively? and (c) in
.what respects dolthe cognitive effects the mass media differ from those
produced under more constrained and.programmed educational conditions?

A number of questions stemmed from these three major questions.

Concernintthe effects of the mass media, we wished-to know which cognitive
skillg Cor for that.Matter 17 cognitive styles) are more affected and which ones

4
less.. Are: the effects limited t9' visualization and spatial skills' only? Or,

as Salomon (1968) and Feldman (1971) thave demonstrated with regard to the,skills

necelery for,map-reading, are ptherand mOre fundamental cognitive skills

4

18
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°

involved? Thiraises another question: namely, what ark the,critical.features

of any xef:ific mer.aum, which may led.ie cognitive changes? Aside frog.

WLuhAn's .e,icsitic- '.365; there is 'o serious discussio'of such features.

Re:,-.11,id to ths: --r,:' _ie-,s -..orl:£ t. e,i with tree learners: who are ill:. ones
.

, f
,

mo-,..e lik iy tO '-.^ F4f-:A-:!.? That eonglti,e-developre ta,l'-, sot:dal, of eMotional
it

, : ....

:rar.f.t...,:is'.i:
:'

s L:b tisey nossess? - .

,

.
,t .

,.4y...-to: .r.o ,i t..!1_ -rioDally effcctiveNrealitio'n of amedigm's
s .

1

aoi...1, il,..e -o:,.irj.ve -.47::,,ni..:, 1.-.:-.is..'s'ut.f,:.r 1,s:es. [.,-1%:.fren questions

eonrrae: ,/fl. inslivi0!al di,:rc7:ees, le2gthot treatment, age' ,

,.

a id the like,

ci.e .;:-.u.,_ ,.':sio,, :.:,--- l':tsir.ility,of modelli:ig, or s_;pnlantation, as an '

A

,iand vias - imitation) M'ay*cAtilt,for 'the
s .

*,

cnftoges takiAg pla:,e ulcer naturili tut .7191--b4' ,theest

'effe 4i-we sioy for I

e ,
,

t:st &iv de .tilers of pe'dia-messages1/2.

They oa'Je liLle o-opor'Amity, if at all, to enGaie anyt..lingitito, say, the',

filmic codc'. :he imnoftance of oeing do encode'rin th# process oflanguage

aequisitio71, '-)cea dtmcustratce- In *tudis of mute chlOdren. Further

evi_icne, Zloagh 110reLt, comes Oom.rgsearCh) on deafchildrer. it is a

COMD observ,:tior ,.hat deaf',:hildrcrlpprm. less well 'Ulan nearing children

on spccifi. types of om-e-,-,tuat. tasks (e.g:, Furth, 1972). :The discrepahc

he',.woen earinf7; am.'"acof varies forlhinstani:e, as a function of the'codabil ty

(or vcrbalizabirity) of the dimensions of the tas,ks.

.1d!
*

.

Su5 dis:-,-epant:y can be.ascribcd, to 'a number of factors, one of

whi:.F.-is the deaf 'children's.laek of opportuuity'to serve as verbal encoders.s'
-

De Lee 1_,anti. art Ler tg 01966) refer to this, stating 'that

.

"Apnarent y Lhe 'hearing rhildren used tlieirverbal .,desbriptions:'

:jn'some kind of intrapersonal (f.ommtinicatipn system...and tlq.
deaf children dtd not 1:10.':!'thi4 kind of*use of ther,verbal

dcsceipeior" (p. 74).

Nowever: to oe'able to carry but elaborate "inttapersonal Communication!' one

is vast.,y by' ,sing the, code as aji encodei for social communication.
4

his, then, lends to the hypothesis that alloying children not only

to decode ? mediui's l',cssages, but also to encodextheir ideas into that medium's

19
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code,'should'enhance their internalization of,that code: In-other words,
imitating a filmic mode'. shoujd be less effpctve than encoding ideas,into
the filmic "language".

. aOur third major question, concerned with the differences between natural
- and instructional media effects, is in fact'a question'ahout,trabsfer of learning.
,i/Ohlwill (1970) makes a very illuminating distinction between unstructured and
structured ("instructional") experiences, and their transfer values. Cognitive
development, he maintains, is to be conceived of as a combination of horizontal'
and vertical transfer. The forwer means generality of a skill and its

'applicability to different instances, while the latter represents the number
of steps of distant& separating his initial and desired 'levels of masters.

'Wohlwill postulates, on the basis of a number of studies, that the-more.
directed and programmed instructional treatments lead to mainly'Vtrtical transfer,

,%
.

,

.
On the othe hand, unstructured "natural" experinoe leads Mainly to horizontal,

transfer..
.

.

0. . -.

From this:distinction we can deduce the hypothesiS that cognitiVe
4

effects of mass media differ from those induced in a well-strmctured 'instruetional.
0setting along the lines .of horizontal vertical transfer. Voluntary natural

exposure to a medium, such as TV, can be-considered to be apart of one's
unstrUcturedexperience. .It should lead to.small,ohanges which, however, have
wide transferability.'

On the ether hand, instructional intIcement of skills, whether through
modelling or through the child's encoding behavior, may resylt in larger chahges;
byt the skills so developed are higlly task or instance specific,

In sum, we wished to further explore-the ability ofemedia to produce
cpgnitivechanges in both "natural" as well as planned instructional settings.
The general premise underlying the.proposed studies was, as originally postulated'
by Salomon (1970); and later elaborated by Olson (1972), that different media
call upon different skill-I:and, hence facilitate their differential development.
However; there was reason to ask about the nature'and extent of the cognitive
effects of mass media, the ifferences between their "natural" effects and those
made possible under instru ional applications of media in terms of their

.cognitive effects.

20
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This, then, called for (a),a study which examines the natural effects

of'a mass mediuni on cognition, (b).an experimental study in which the effects"

of decOding are compared with those of. encoding, and (c) a comparison between

the tionsfer.value of ttle. "natural" effects and the instructionally indticedones.

Prior to the actual conducting of the two proposed studies, it'becapie.:

necessary to first chOose an appropriate medium of communication to study, then

to identify at least part of its "langage" elements whicticould possibly affect

the mastery. of mental skills, and fipally to identify and operationally define

those skills. .4
4

The decision to choose one medium of communication for study, rather

than a wide sample of different media,was made for two reasons. First, if

different media, indeed affect different skills, then one_would be hard'put to
4

make, comparisons between the codes and the skills of eadh. Second, studying

one .(kreferably a salient) medium would allow us comparisOns across a series of

studies; something we would not be ablt to do!ic a number of- media were involved..

However, inspite of our focusing on a single medium, it was hoped that

conclusions could be generalized toga theory Of media and.cognition. For rather-

obvious reasonsi,outlined in our researchspropOsal, the medium ofteleViion

was chosen for study. '

it Was precisely the identification of television's langUage elements
,

(and haFe,,the skills expected to be related:to them), where difficulties were

'encountered; Our initial conception'of the sought elements was that they are

grammatical, rather than semantic entities,, applicable to differentcontents,,

and essential td.the medium. -In doing so, we iiii.lowed-"other general formulations'

such as Chomsy; (1966) and Goodthan (1968), as well as more specific ones by

'media 'and art researchers, such as Spottiswoode (1965), Kracaure (1965), Panofsky

(1966), Garner (1961), Pryiuch (1967), Gardner, Howard, and Perkins (1974), and

Others:

It will be noted that our initial conception of the Inaguage elements

of TV was of a "linguistic" type, pertaining only to their structural functions.

Nothing in these elements connects them with any psychological processes, nor '

are ahy psychological functions implied by them. Thus, the well'known criticizm

21
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11,of linguistics, expressed by psycholinguists applies here as well. A similar
criticizm of non- psychological descriptions of film attributes was, made by

Salomon (1968) and could,not be ignored. This, then, called for a new eXamill7

ation of what it is .in media that could affecticognitionf-and why. The academic

year of 1974&75 was devoted to coping' With this issue:

2.MEDIAAND COGNITION - A SECOND LOOK7

If television'A language elements are expected to have cognitive effects
then they ought to "make a differekce" in a psychological sense, i.e.,'di,fferent- ,

ially call for different clusters of mental skills. This, indeed, =is a widely

...shared assumption. It underlias, directly or by implication, claids made by

Bruner (1964), Olson (1970, 1974a, 1974b) , .Travers (19.70), Salomon (1968, 1970,

1972, 1974a', 1974b),'and numerous others. There is evidence from other areas

to support this notion (e.g., in research on instructional methods; see, for
-

instance, Egan and Greeno, 197'31.. An analogOus claim was made"by Chomsky,

concerning the different mental processes being activated by different surface

structuresf sentences,

Yet; while one can perhaps accept the claim as a-general principle (even

this is,recently being questioned, see e.g., Olson and Filby, 1972), there is

no evidence to substantiate it in the realm of'media "languages". Thus, we do

not really know whether indeed different ways of encoding the same content

activate d'

to see w hi

erent nontal skills. Even if this is shown, we would-still need

TV codes and "lang uage" formats are sufficiently critical to relate
to specific mental skills.

The nature of this relationship needs exact explication as it would be

impossible-otherwise to generate hypotheses as to the way specific media

attributes affect specific.cognitive skills. It is in this rePeEl a problem
related to the more'genera1 issue of culture and cognition. Whereas it is agreed._

'7
Parts 9f this chapter are taken from our First' Year Annual Report (September,.1974).

,,..,
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that culture cultivates thought processes, the researcher is challenged to

identify specific links between cultural experiences and cognitive` outcomes

(e.g., Goodnow, 1969).

This issue entails also a methodological aspect. Assume that a

cross4ulturallistudy has been done and no residual correlation between exposure

to television and mastery of mental skills has,been found. before accepting the

7'2

n llihypothesis of no cognitive effects of exposure to television, one should

cotakider rival hypotheses. Thus, e.g., may not the absence of. results be caused

by the measureMentof the wrong mental Skills? -01-__may it not be du&to the
q

identification of the least significant "langUage" components ofIthebedium?

ot knowing in advance that the identified "language" formats al indeed the

crucial ones, and that the measured mental skills are the relevant ones, cpu .ld
a

prevent us from ruling out such rival hypotheses.

To avoid this in advance, three qliestions need to be answered. The

first pertains to the conception of media "language" lormats al they theoretic-

ally relate to mental Skills. The second question pertains to the identification

of critical "language" formats., The third question pertains to the identification

and measurement of the relevant mental skills, and their-relation to the

identified formats.

First, the question of media formats as they relate to mastery of mental

skills. The "language" formats of media ate to be conceived of as codes (Worth,

1969; Gardner, Howard & Perkins, 1964).' As such, they impose particular

modifications on the "raw" (i.e. still uncoded) idea. Once the idea is coded,,

hence - undergone modification, it becomes a message whose content needS to be

extractedband probessed. In fact, there aile no uncoded, or "raw" messages in

,existence. Every communication , where an idea is mediated, entails coding.

Only the natural surrounding is encoded. But then, once responded to, stroed,

processed, etc. a mediating code is imposed on.it by the persdn interacting with

it. -7

,Where media are involved, thus where Socially agreed upon codes are used

such that,"raw" ideas are modified by them, at least two levels of,cognitive

comptency appear to be involVed. The first level entails the acknowledgment

srl
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that modifications are involved. That is the level at which sign is disting-
uished from signified and representation from presentation. This has been
described by Gross (1974) as the "awareness of the operations and transform-,.
ations involved.in coding...messages and activities' (p. 63). At this level

one.expects,a :Child to be able to distinguish between a drawing of an object
and the object itself, or between the nature of time i'n films and real time.

W;;`. e`
The nextnext level concerns the abilityto decode, that 4s - to reverse;

correct'or-transforwthe modifications caused by a code. Thus, for example,

one is called upon to close logical gaps caused by the editing of film, to,

perceive elevation in a flat map, to create -a cognitive map of a chain of events

presented as fragments in a television program, or to transform a verbal state-,

ment into d'figurative image. .Whereas the first level of competency described
above is universal, the second level is more medium-specific. While being able

or
to.encode the codes of one medium, one may be unable to do the same with another .

with which he is unfamiliar.

Mastery of the skills which are called upon by a code for decoding
A

purposes enables one to better:extract knowledge and meaning from a message /,
(see, for instance, the findings in Salomon, 1974a). This levelwof skill
mastery may thus be labelled "media literacy". It pertains to the mastery of
highly specific skills which facilitate and serve the extraction of knowledge.,

,

Note, that we assume the receiver to process not the coded message as
presented. Rather he processes, the information, or knowledge which is extracted
'from the decoded message, that is -the "message" which is obtained after the
modifications caused brithe code are "corrected" for. This, of course, bears
much resemblence to the assumption.underlying the_concept of transformational
grammar,

iOr
It follows then that -

a) Specific mental skills are neederto overcome the modifications caused
by codes in the service of extracting information from coded messages; thus -

.

b) The extraction of information should correlate with mastery of thee.
needed mental skills,

.$
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Such skills when -calle0 for, could possibly becOme generalized. as a

result of frequent and reinforcing usage. The frequency is determineeby the
*

amount of exposure to a medium which calls for the particular skill; the

reinforcement is1/4determined by the subjective success of knowledge extraction.

When "media literacy" skills are generalized, schematized and applicable

new materials can speak of the cultivation -of skills by the medium.

Such, forinstance, is t}e case with regard to the development of generalized

patterns of perceptual exploration which 'appear to result from the skills

called upori by reading (Kugalmass, Lieblich & Ehrlich, 1972). It is this level'

of developed competency which is the focus_of our cross-cultural study.

a
However, we have reasoned, skill development may be a result of still_

another mechanism. Some media codes which function at,explicit models to

supplant internal processes may bi imitated, internalized, scheMatized and used

-as "mental tools" which are applicable to new instances (Salomon, 1972, 1974b;

Rovet, 1974). It is still unclear, though, how this mechanism relates to the

above mentioned one.

With these considerations in. mind, it becomes apparent that for a code,

format, or "language" element of a medium to call upon (or supplant) a mental

skill and perhaps also cultivate it, it has to fulfill the following conditions:

1) If changes the appearance of a message.

2a) It affects the meaning atracted from the message, tinis, Avo different

meanings would be extracted from one and the same Message if coded in

two different ways,

and/or:

2b) Whereas the meanings extracted from a message differently coded may be

the same on some occasions, the mental prqcesses involved must be

different: Thus, ihereas the number 22 may be. of the same meaning as

"XXII" or "twenty-two", the mental processes which lead to that meaning

)aredifferent.

A format is critical if at least conditions (1) and (2b) are met.

25
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Examinations of television programs as well as asurvey of the

relevant literature have yielded a list of television formats which we had

reason to believe are-critical according to the abovelonditions. Partiimalr

mehtal skills, which we hypothesize to be either called upon or supplahted by

the formats,,were then identified in relation to each format. The-temporary

results of these deliberations are given belqw.'

a) Critical formats related'to the notationallty of the television message

In spite of the observed fact that television carries more Verbal

messages per unit time than, say, film, its unique and critical attribute is

the non-notationality (pictorial) appearance., The television messages are also..

very concrete, in,terms of their appearances, a'limitation frequently n6ted with

regard to film and television in general. J
Research on imagery (e,g., Paivio, 1971) and recent research on the way

children interpret; television shows (Gross, 1974suggest two skills which might

be affected by the pictorial and the concrete nature of the medium's messages.

It could be hypothesized that both imagery ability and inference makin; ability

may be related to these fprmats. Imagery ability may lie affected either

because a ready model is provided by television or because of the concreteness

of the messages, whiCh has been found to arouse imagery.. Inference making
ability, on the other hand, is clearly a skill which is called upon, and hardly

ever modelled by television.

Jo) Critical formats related tthe shot

The shot (or in Worth's words, the "edeme") is perhaps best characterized

by the -way the camera is employed. !One highly typical format ip the zoom of the .

camera lens, another is the close-up, and a third is the changing point of view.

Th6 zoom and the close-up are complementary, formats. Both deall with 4

the relationships between selected parts of a visual fieldaq0 between parts and
whelqs. The latter could be visual wholes ( a whole fie'l'd of vision),or

,8
-- Dr. David feldman-bf Tufts University, was of much help in defining the

skills mentioned below.
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conceptual-inferential. However,whereaT'the zoom overtly supplants those
" -- $

relaiions, thus models avirocess;.the close-up calls -upon it. Inability to.
-.\

bring the skill- of interrelating $arts and wholes to bear upon close -ups,

would hinder the proper extraction of meaning.

I

Two skill'S were identified as possibly ilering related4to the above.

formats: Ability toelate parts to 'perceptual wholes'(studies in Salomon, 1974a),

and the ability to relate parts to inferred wholes. 4111(1

The changing point of view of the camera
.

can be conceivedof as slipplant-

ing the process-needed when seeing somebody else's point of view {salomon, 1974a).

'Development of thai ability has been studied-by Piaget (Piaget & Inhelder, 1956)

and recently- by 'Hoy C1974). The question of its being affected by television-

supplantation has been studied, however, on pilot grounds only.

.

c) Critircal formats ..on the level, of sequertges

When shots are combined into strings, or sequences,,bther-formats cart De.

identified. Among them we find mainly two: `The fragMentation of space and the

creation of plot, or log Teal gaps. As these-formats haVe,b.eth described in

detail in the literature (e.g.,- Spottiswqodel 1965; Worth, 1969), we will not' .

. 4$ .- . f

dwell on them here .° In both cases specific skills may be'called upon. In the

case of the-fragmented space one needsato coordinate the spatial fragments such

that a unit common space, in whit the events take place, is constructedby him,.
, .

In the case of the logical gaps', one has to go-beyond the inforpation given and
,

. . AI . _

able the gapssby supplying his own information'sdch that mis'sing details; cause
. .i,

, ,

and lffect relations, etc. are available. However, unlike the'above mentioned
... i .,

' inference making which calls for vertical inferences, closing logical gaps

requires lateral inferences (*Sono, 1971).
44

dl qr-itliCal formats on he elrel of programing "

A chiletloes not view a sequence or,even a "sing program. 'He watches

a succession of programs which is..perhaps best describe y the formarlofquick

dhdnges of plot,.place, type of, menage, intend, figures, 'etc. -In ,othei'words,

it isoiharacterized by liigh variability. As a matter of fact, high variability

is not typical only of programing, in which commercial intemiptions adq much
.

.

4
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to the amount of variability, but it appears also within programs. Programs

such as Sesame'Street or the Electric COmpany, utilize this format to its

extreme.

High variability was conceived by us as a format in which interrelating

parts is not called for. On the:other hand, one has to process much information

in.a relatively short time within each part or unit, wo skills were thus

identified as being-possibly :elated to-this format: Speedy processing of

condensed.information presented in a -unit of time and space (Archer, 1954),

and one's avoidance of interrelating discontinuous parts. The ratter is clear!),
4 ,

in conflict with the.need to close logical gaps described above. Moreover, it

may run counter to the natural development of the child. Thus, it is not clear

to us as yet whether the format of variability hinders the development of

processing messages by interrelating them or whether it develops Thy calling

Upion) a different skill better, suited to handle such messages.

el

Variability mayin addition, have an affect on what might be seen as

a style, rattier than.skill. As has been found ina study accompanying the

Israli.investigation'ofSesame Street, this format,Imay.modei an impulsive

stye. The rapieshifts may.be.imitated by some children and contribute to to

thiii (alrpaW existing) tendency not to stick to an issue, not to prkservere.

This format may also facilitate the preference for the complex and varied as

tudies, fordn'stance, by Barron (J966). Theta get of such ah.effect would

also be considered as a cognitive style rather than skill.

The fdrmats, skills and.styles mentioned 'above are, of course, only

hypothetical. Thus, we felt the need to examine.their validity, under favorable

experimental conditions as a preliminary step.

o. .
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3. STUDY I:AN EXPERIMENT
9

The above considerations and analys

test the following hypotheses:

a) When content is, held constant acro

led us to design an experiment to

s messages, different formats of a

'medium (television - as an exemplary cas- dtrferentialfj;.call for-mental skills,
.

i.e..knowledge acquisition depends on th interaction between the nature of the

dominant codes and,the initial mastery .y the learners of specific skips.

This, if supported, would provid- empirical evidence for the claim that

media's language-codes are of psycholo ical significance.

b) Formats which call for the same--Skills,in different ways affect learners

differently, e.g., a format which calls upon a skill affects learnersin other

ways than a format which supplants it.

6' The TV formats which we identified are critical, that is - if experimentally

iianipualted they differentially interact with,initial- skill mastery in thf service

of knowledge acquisition.
"IP '

According 'to our rationale, empirical support of these hypotheses would

allow us tp conciude.that the "format is the cognitive'skill".

'The following TV formats, and their hypothesized corresponding skills were

ampled for experimentatiob.

'he Format

On the level of notationality: .

:.concreteness of perceived message'"

On the level of the shot:
- the _zoom

- the close-up

On the leVel of the sequence:
- ,logical gaps, in plot

- ffagmentation of spaces
- hfgh information loaf in

time/Space unit
1-

On the, level of programing:
- variability of unrelated messages

The Skill

- inference making

- relating' parts" to perceptual

and/or perceptUal wholes

- bridging logical gaps .

- coordination of spaces
visual memory

prifereice for the ,complex

. ,

Parts of this chapter were taken from( our-SecondYear Annual.Report (October,
1975), and from -an alticle by G.'Salomon'and A.A. Cohen in the JoUrnal of .

Educational Psychology, 1977 (in press.).

,
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METHOD

Materials

Four versions of the same eight-minute television film were produced.
10

#The plot (i.e; content) of all the versions was identical in all respects

except /for the major code, or format, emphasized in each. One version was

based on the fragmentation of spad, ip which shots were taken from various

angles, thus conveying toiragiented space which the viewer was expected to

try and overcome by interrelating the spaces in the service of, acquiring the-

presented plot (they FS Thejecond version was based on logical gaps
whic specific segmenti of Ali- scenes were edited out leaving brief gaps

he continuity of the plot-(the LC version). The third version was based

(
- 25

1'

I%
on numerous c.lost=ups'interchangut with long shots (the CU version).- The

fourth version was based on many zoomings in and out (the Z version). The

latter two versions were produced so as to make the CU and Z versions completely

"identical except for the fact that the shifts from long shots to close-ups wereAr

accomplished by Loomings in and out in the Z version but left out in the CU one.
-Thus, the -L version Supplantedthe mental skills of conne4ing parts and wholes
which the CU version was expected to call upon.

Subjects and Procedure's

One .hundred and seventy-six fifth graders, equally divided by sex, were-

randomly assigned to view, one of the four television versions. Each group was

pretested one day-before viewing its film. Prior to the viewing the subjects

were told to pay close attention to the TV monitors since they.wOuld be asked

questions, about the film later on. Posttesting took place immediately following
' the film presentation.

Pretest Measures

The pretest measures consisted of tests of specific mental skills. The
4

'tests were designed and selected to measure mastery of those skills which were

10 I .

In fact there were two additional conditions. However, data analySes revealed
that they entailed a number of. flaws. As a consequence we omitted them from
the study,

4
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expected to be either called upon or'Supplanted"bythe different formats used

in the films. The test battery was printedin a booklet, and was group

administered;

The tests were as follows:

, 1) Detail and Concept: The test was designed to,measure the subje ability
. .

toldentify a missing element in a pictorial display, conceptual e it, and

i identify the relevant missing part in'an adjacent drawing. TbUs; for example,

there was a drawing of children on a hike, arguing, and observing-a missing

object. This object, a map, appeared among many other objects in the other

drawing. The test consisted of five items. The Alpha Clio4b5h.Reliabikity

coefficient was .57.

This test was expected to measure a skill which is called upon by the

CU version and thus to correlate with the respective facet of knowledge

acquired from this version. Since the Z version was designed to supplant that

skill, no such correlation was expectod there. Thisstest, was also expected to

correlate with one's ability to reconstruct the logiof the plot in the LG

version

2) Closing Gaps - Visual Test: The test measured the subject's ability fo

correctly choose and insert in a series of drawinss,,;miling up a story, other

drawings which closed gaps left in the former seties. 'Thus, each item consisted

of two series: one "told a story", but elements wefe missing from it, and the

other from which specific drawings wereto,be selected and col:peel-1y placed

aipong the drawings of the first series. There were five suchjtems. The

reliability was..69. This test was expected to measure a skill which.is called

upon by both the LG and the FS versions, and thus:tocorrelate with the

resportive facet of .acquired knowledge from these two versions.

3) Closing Gap,- Verbal Test: The test was identical to the visual-test,

ekcept that the items were created by using,veibal sentences. There were 5

items and the reliability Was .76. This test was expected to correlate with
. ,

knowitdge acquisition in the same way as the preceding test.

4) Detail and Whole: While test No. 1 measured the subjects' ability:to'relate

details to Conceptual wholes, this test measured their ability to relate details
r)

x.
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'

to perceptual wholes. A similar test was used by Boga,tz and Ball (1970) in

their evaluation'of Sesame Street, and later by Salomon (i974c) in his study
.k"of that program-. The subject was shown an enlarged detail of a dralitetind had

to 'relate it to one of several correct.whole drawings to which it belonged.

There were ten,ftebs, and the feliability104i...7.7. This test was expected to

predict knowledge acquisition in a similar way
.

to the Detail and Concept Test

5) Visual Memory: The child was shown a drawing for 20 seconds,which was ve

rich in details, and, was asked to recall as many details as po

three7minutgpe'riod. There'were two such drawingg, and the re

This test was expected to predict knowledge acquisition in the

ry

ssible'within a

liability was .74._

Cli and LG versions.
. -

6) Space,Construction: The test' was desilved to measure the subject's ability

to interrelate four separate unordered components of a-completely drawn space

(e.g. a room). He did so 0 rearranging the positions of the four components

/Pinto a complete 'whole. There were.four items-, and the reliability was .75. The

test was expected to predict acquisition of spatial knowledge in the FS version.

The intercorrelations between,the.six tests are shown in Table 1. As can -

be seen, the two tests which measure closing gaps.Tests 2 and,3) ihtercorrelate

quite dell ( 50), but not enough to make any one of them redundant. It is

interesting,to,note that the verbal test of closing'gaps (Test'3) correlates

modestly with'some of the other:tests, suggesting, the possibility that.the process

of verbally closing logical gaps is achieved by'means of internal verbalization.

Table 1: Intercorrel:ations AMong the Skill Mastery Pretests

(N = 176)

.2 3 4 5 6

Detail

. and _

Concept

Closing
Gaps -
'Visual

Closing
Gaps -
Verbal
-r---",-.'

.06.

.50"

- Detail
1

*- and -*
Whole Memory

Space
Construction,

1,
2 .

3
4,

4

5

.Q9

-

.02 ,

.36*

:32*

-

.02

.10

.06

.13

:09

.35*'

.31*

.28

.1e;

*) p <-.05

**) <
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This is particularly the ease with the Space Construction Test, indicating

that the spralability measured is not unrelated to. verbal ability, a point,

often mentioned in the literature.

All the test items were factor analyzed together using a varimax

rotation procelure with minimum eigenvalues of 1,00 This analysis yielded

six factors forth six tests. The'items of each test loaded separately on

one fact

loaded by-

`4 from eac

as all -the

Posttests

-Since there were no loadings of one test item on a factorleavily

ruttier test, it thusappear.ed thatgthe six tests were different

other to a satisfactory degree, and-had reasonable validity inasmuch

items in each test measured the same skill.

There were two posttests administered immediately followingeach,group's

viewing Of its film.
1

1) Specific-knowledge: The' test consisted of 24 multiple choice items pertain-
,

ing to the detailed content of the film. Reliability of the test was .69.

2) Overall-knowledge: The test consisted of -three 7-picture series each

- printed in a row. These still pictured were selected and enlarged from the

films and represented major events of the plot -Their printing order was

randomly determined and the subject had to rearrange the order of the pictures

in each series so as to correspond 4 the film's pica. Reliability was .77.

RESULTS

Accoi4ing to the.hypothesis of the study, knowledge acquisition from

the filth, as measured by the posttests, should depend on. the interaction between

the mental requirements of any given format and the subjects4.mastery.of the

"relevant mental skills. Thus, assuming that mastery of relevant mental skills

was indeed measured, different correlational patterns between pretested skill

mastery and posttested knowledge acquisition should emerge :as a function of the

format that each group was exposed to. 'fable 2 summarizes the correlations

between the six pretests and the two posttests separately for each group.

33
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Table 2: Correlations Between Pretests and Knowledge
Acquisitions for All Film Versions
- ,

'Film Version Groupsa

Fragmented Space Logical Gaps 'Close -lip . Zooming.

Pretests,

Detail and '7

Concept .31* .07 .39". .47** .67 ** .22* .27 .33*

.. ..

Gaps -
Visual .42** .33* .35* .31* .18* .35* .Q4

Gaps -
Verbal .23 .12 .38.* ;07

Detail and
Whole .10 .19 .17 .23 .32* '.07 -.03

Memory -.15 ---, .16 .32* '..41** .33** *-.11 .03
-,_

..

Space
Construct- .14 .42** .26 .34* 33* .40** .07
ion

1

Specific General Specific General Specific; General ,Specific
Know- Know- Know-, Know- Know- Know- Knoll-
ledge ledge, ledge ledge 'ledge ledge ledge

General'
Know-
ledge

-.02

.37*

a) N ;44 in each group

*) p. <,.05

**) R< .01

.34
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As can'be seen, the pattern differs from group' to group (p 1- 05 or p <
7

in t_omparlsons) It is important, however, to note at this point thatthe.

distributions of pretest sLures dirfer significantly among the four

experimental groups (no F
max

ratio reached the critical leveijor p <, .05 with
141,

df = 4 and'43). ,Thus,,the different.patterns of 'correlations shbuld-not be seen
.L

as reflecting differences between the distributions of scores.

Acquisition of specific-knbwledge in the'FS version called

skill'in relating details to'conceptual whole and one's skill in

gaps, a pattern which partly resembled the one obtained in the LG

upon one's

closing logical

version. The

similar mental requirements of spatial and logical construction has already been

pointed out by Olnk(1973). Still, the acquisition of specific-knowledge in

lithe LG group also called into play the subjects' visual memory' Indeed, only in

the two versions in which the format faaled to provide, logical or visual contin-

uity (LG and CU), was memory called upon

The CU version was the one which. relied most heavily on the subjects'

skill in relating details to conceptual = .67) or perceptUal wholes (r = ,32)_ .

In addition, it also called for memory and skill in space construction. This

pattern is strikingly different from'the one obtained in the Z'version, in spite

of theivapparent similarity. ,

. .

This difference between the CU and Z correlational patterns strongly

supports the expectation that while the CU format calls upon specific skills,'
,

the Z version supplants them, thus rendering one's Initial mastery ofthe .

supplanted skills unnecessary for the acquisition, of the specific- knowledge.

In all groups, except far the LG one, the correlations between the sPecific-
,.

knowledge and the general-knowledge posttests ranged from .04 46 .12, indicating
. .

that two quite independent aspects of knowledge.acquisitions, were measured.

however, in the LG. group the two posttests correlated .48 (la < .81) suggesting

at in'the LG group the distortion of the total logic' of the plot, caused by

the format, affected both aspects of knowledge acquisition. Thusacquiring

:knowledge of specific details was linked to the' acquisition of general knowledge

and.both depended on mastery of the same mental skills,

35
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The low correlations between the two knowledge posttests in the other
three groups are also reflected in the different patterns of correlations,

between skill-mastery and knowledge withij each group. Thus, for instance,

whereas skill in relating detail and concept in the FS group correlated .31 with
specific-knowledge, it correlated.onlr.07 with general knowledge.

space construction correlated only .14 with specific-knowledge but ,;42

1/4

with
general-knowledge in that group. Similar differences can be observed in the
other groups, clearly indigating that it is not only the nature of the format
that determines the kinds of skills called into play; but also the kind of
knowledge acquisition which is measured. As already pointed out (Salomon,

1974b), a three-way interaction exists Aen different symbolic systems are.
involved: the formats, the skills affected by them, and the psychological demands
of the learning task:.

-How do these different patters N of correlations between skill mastery and
,knowledge acquisition relate to e amount of knowledge acquired? Table 3,---

provides the means and standard deviations for each group on the two posttests,

Fable 3: Means.and Standard Deviations of the Two Know-
ledge Acquisition Posttests for Each Group a .

FS

Film- VersiOn Groups

LG CU Z Overall F

Detail-knowledge
b

.Posttest

Mean 11.22. 11.88 9.84 12.'60 7.28*

SD 5.70 ,, 5.10 5.58

Overall-Knowledge
c

Posttest

Mean 13.60 10.37

SD S.89 5.52

6,06

10.61 .13.61

4.81 4.85;

5.04*

a) N = 44 in each group,
4

b) Maximum Score =,24

c) Maximum Score = 21

'36
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(
The amountof-Specific-knowledge acquired differed significantly from group to

group (F = 7.28, df = 3,175,_ P < .01)', as did the amOunt of general-knowledge

(F = 5.04, df= 3,175, 11,< .01). Newman-Keuls tests' showed the following pattern

of differences with respect to the.means of the specific- knowledge test:"

LG FS CU

and with respect to the general-knowledge test:

Z FS CU LG

On both posttests the Z group had among the highest means whereas the CU group

had among the'lowest.

ThPhigh mean of the Z group on the specific-knowledge, test
.

totally suppOrtsmean

the expected effect of supplantation. . Indeed, i most' of the .relevant measured

°skills become unnecessary because they are over ly,supplanted,, achievement can be

highest as it is not debilitated by subjects With initially .boor_skill_staste.ry...------.__..

The lower mean achievement of the CU group.c.atr-Ve wel 1 understood along the same
---

lines. If achievement correlates-IbIatively high (r = .67) withskill mastery,

subjects with poor initiar<stery necessarily depress the group mean.,.

The erences between the.groups are somewhat less obvious with respect

tothe general-knowledge-test. It stands to reason that (he FS format callsjapon

task relevant mental skills (Space Construction and Closing Gaps), but the same

could be stated about the LG group. Similarly, the Z format, given this task,

also calls upon one of the)task-relevant skills (Spice Construction), Which is

alto the case with the CU format.

There is, hoWever, a major common denominator, between the CU andLG groups

which differentiates between them and the other two groups. Whereas all the

necessary- information isliven in the Z and the FS versions to allow skillful

subjects to succeed on the general-knowledge test, IIIUCII information is missing

(due\to the very nature of the formats) in the LG)and CU versions. Thus, even
,

those who elastered the format and.the task - relevant skills well could not possibly
(

be very successful on the rest. =This finding is supported by the fact thet in

thesethese two groups, memory and the skill of closing verbal gaps (a skill which

was found tbcorrelate .44 with verbal intelligence) correlated with general-
,

1
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knowledge acquisition. ,This_indicates that subjects in these two groups had to

, compensate for the information deleted by the formats by drawing on their verbal

In other Words, they tried to determine the logic of the plot by relying:

on their Own resources.
.

Discugsion

The purpose of this study was to eline whether or not differences of

Codesor formats were related to differences among mental skills called into play

in the service of knowledge acquisition from coded messages, with content held

constant. The rationale guiding the studywas,twofold. First, empirically showing

. that.codes, or formats, differentially affect mental skills would possibly sUbstan-4

tiate the claim that "in mediated experience, or instruction, the content of the

medium relates to the knowledge acqUired while...the code in which the message is

represented is related to the skills...that are called upon" (015on, 11974b),. Second,

empirically examining the extent to which' the selected sample of TV formats is

indeed critical,"in a psychological, sense.-

The results of the study showed that different formats, typical of the

television medium, differentially affect the mental skills whichare called into
play. Thus,'in spite of a common content, knowledge aaeuisition was mediated by :

different kinds of skills, depending on the nature of the dominant format in which

the,contentwas represented. This tends to support the major hypothesis of the

study, and thus support the conceptual approach suggested here, namely - that the

codes and formats of media merit to be used as defining attributes. It was found

that when skills were supplanted by a format, rather than called upon, their

importance or relevance diminished, thus giving learners of different levels of
f

skill-mastery a more even start.

Another important finding of the study-was the different patterri of

correlations between skills and knowledge acquisition within each format group.

This finding, although not unexpected, focuses attention on tie three way er7

action between the mental requirements of the codes or formats, the.pbjects'

mental re ?ertoire, and the mental requirements of the knowledge acquisition task.

This7offers some modification of Olson's contention quoted above. The content of

a ge does indeed relate to knowledge acquisition, but not independently of

38
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the. skills which are called into play by, the code. The acquisition of'different-

knids of knowledge (in the present case - specific reconstruction of details

and overall comprehension of logic), are served by different mental skills.

This is in much agreement wrthFodor's contention (1975) that "the subject

affects a rational) correspondence between his piptformance and (what he takes to

be) the demand characteristics of the experimental task" (p. 1.65).

'This carries us back to a distinction suggested Salomon (1974b)

between the psychological' effect of a code, and its instrgaional. effectiveness.

Whereas the former results from the interaction between code and aptitude, the

latter results from the interaction between aptitude and task requirements.

There was therefore.one correction which was called for in light of our findings:

the kind of skills a code calls for are partly dependent (rather than independent)

upon what the learner perceives as the task requirements. Similarly, different

skills (rather than the same) are activated by a code depending oirthe,perceived

task. It may even be the case that a code can potentially call for a number of

different skills. Which ones are then actually-employed by the learner depends

on what he intends to'd,o, and what he is capable of doing, with the message.

.4,
.

At the time,these data were analyzed, tae were not fully aware of all the

ramifications spggested.by the findings. We might have suspected already then

-' that children of different ages, SES and countriesmay Watch television in

different ways:, thus addressing themselvsto different task requirements, and

hence employing different mental skills. i[It was not. until the data from the .

cross cultural study were examined, that this,point was better understood.
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4. STUDY ,II: &ROSS-CULTURAL COMPARISON
11

The state of our thinkingthus far about media and cognitiOn can be

briefly summarized as follows:

:414r1. The unique elements of_media are their codes

2. The codes, unlike the content of messages address themselves to mental.

skills.

3. The latter need to be employed in the service of knowledge acquisition froM

the-coded messages by "correcting for" the transformations imposed on the

"raw messages" by the codes, r . I
,

. Thus, different codes call-for different mental skills, depending also on-,

the perceived demandocharacferistics of the task

5. By having such effects, (lodes can .(and have been shown to) cultivate the
I

mastery of the skills either by calling upon them or by supplanting them
In the latter case codes come to serve both a communicational as well as a

representational function.
t

. , 4,6. This then shows what media codes can be made -te-do under-experiment&I

conditions (Salomon, 1974a; Rovett, 1975; Carri er, 1976), or under-partucular

d' 11111 41,Knowing what effects codes'can be made to have is an educaftionalk important
question, yet it leaves unanswered the psychological question, namely - do the

"natural" conditions (Salomon; 1974c)

codes of media serve a significant cultural role in a child's course'of mental
.

.i.development? In other words, do thb codes o media cultivaidinental'eskills under .

. ,
normal, "natural ", Conditions?' Since we r rded the mentaCsliiit'under

investigation pf a child's intelligence, we wishedtotest.the proposition,
originally stated byaGreenfield 'and Bruner (1966) that "intelligence. it to a great

extent the internalization of tools provided by a given culture were

interested in particular -in the possible cultivation of mental skills- by the .

11
Parts of this Chaptet are either taken from or based on. our Third Year

Annual Report ,(December, 1976). .

40.
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N.N. cultur 1-medium of teleyision. Study.ing the cognitiv effects df:TVoiltside
.1

.....

- . tho aboratori was expected4totell us what" effects his cultural medium has on
-N.

N. 0/
ognitive gTowth, aside of the effects.it can have,'when educationally utilized

II

for such purposes, ender controlled conditions.

:,'Specifically, we the following;
- ,

a) Literate.exposure to relates positively with mastery of'the releliant

mental skills;
12

-
b) Such correlations are .to be found particularly dmonglYounger childienr

c). A roUp,,,with heavier exposure to T4also displays bettir'mastery of the

,relevant skills, but' not ofthe illrel'evAnt ones;

d) Groups of 0.milar amounts,of exposure to TV, but of drfferentoSES backgrounds
.

have more similar Ilivels of rtlevanV skill;,mastery than Amether skills.

General Considerations,

r ,Studying the fffec of TV. on the cultivati:on of, mental skills'clearly
..

calls- for 'a wide variations,Of exposure to. the medi m: Such a variation can be

, found'within any 'iven,culture, but a Cross-cul.t 1 Comparison allows tor eyen

* larger variation. Such variation would be Jligh y desireable in our study as it

'' would allow the comparison of heavy versus'lig t T'- viewers.
. . .

..
. it ,

Samples ta eglifrom different cultures may be said to rdprltent individills who
4

have b n assigne tolliPtfeirent treatment." groups by natural circumstances rather

than by dom a 'gnmentqf.byself-selection ('Lloyd, ,HoweverMr, a compaiison

of.t/o cultmrally-different samples Could be valid only they are shown to'be '

identica.lin all relevant aspects; except for on* the independent variabliwof the
-A

study, .i.e. the amount afiexposute to
t-

TV. This approach differs significantly 'from
e

.

the typical crosrculturAl study in which samples are takcn from txttemely different
,

.

cultures, thus entailing nymerous,known and known differences. A comparison of the

'lattog kind often fails, ti) identify the spe ific cultural factors which may account
-- , . ,

...

_EA the observed differences WoOdno, 1969,J. "Indeedk,dnlyvery carefully executed

cross- cultural ,studies,' whith'cdmbine comparisons within' and beiweeft-

- 11 .

13 'qreleyant" we meant those skills which, as our fi,..t sfUdg has shown,'
ire cafted for when"critical codes and formats of 'TV are dealt with.

.
.' ,......), A

as
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t ,

cultures are conductilie'to fuller understamding of psychological..process

Ee.g. Cole,. Gay, Gluck and ;harp, 1971). The purpose of.ourstudy was to
ti

. examine the extent to whictimastery of specif,ic mental skills could 'e
Scribed to differences of exposure to a specific cultural medium, namely

levision, other factors being equal as mush as possihle,
...

The key factor of such a study is, of course, the independent variable -.-

TV. Tlie purPo Ois to examine its.effects'cnscognition, rather

01fects of any o er cultural f
II
aCtor.' Ip fact, co warrant comparabiaty

4 ' . ,

5

thap the e

the effec 'of other factors, Afound, releVant, -would need to be partealled out.'
But what

5'

oes "exposure" mean in this context? Manyof 'the crosS-cultural studies
fall_ back using term sOkIkas "experience Jr "fami tyiri,,g' 'Hudson,
l961,; Marari & McDav

i

-1966)with cultural tools or me to explain cross-Alk J.

N
eu'itural differences. ,Very,odn tech terms 'remain 4.uite ambiguous and thus -

/4-. .
.

misleading, Deregowski (1968) has_fbuiid that -Zambiarilome;ti'c servants did '
Aproduce more 3p .responses to pictbr4s than equally educated `mine workers in.

z'spite of the formerpeople'S greater "experience". with the visual world of
.,

Europeans. .'He concluded thatlpassive exp6sure to a'pictorpeenvirdnment had
,

.4., , . -...little impact on pictorial understaftdiing: "Aesimilar conclusion was,.reached by....

eitlyne (1965:, referring to the 'internal reprdsentat ion of transformational .

.......

mages. Evidence Was brought to....sh,ow that such representations do of occur(4it +)
'...." ')

.simply as a resit of pasSively witnessing the overtly executed transformations.

Fo raiaget "experience" means hctive4nanipttiration. For Oltdn (19'71).it -

means the in.formation'ottained from the choices encountered while.Manipulating

Or'performing a task. What; t ,n, do 4exposUie" and "experiencogrmenn .. r
a 0 -.

:sin our present contett?
. .

. , ,tte.
MP .

./.- iiit.

"O. p

. '
Accoidingto ;(51keoretital conceptioris the messages oneleftounters are

e
corritcting

r 2,),

coded and these codes are to be,"broken" by means'of overcoming or

bethanges' and 'transformations they'impo'sc on flip. messages (Chapt
. .! .

Ieo, in the'service of knowledge-extraction, requires so

.media literacy, which is "experienced" and-thus gradual
- ,

time, specific codes arelfternalized andobecciMe.mental

in this formulation.is the extraction of knowlecke in which service one
with' the' codes. Hence, "exposure" entails more than jU'St watching TV.

the'active extraction'of thowlecise.lipOsure of this kincl'is, in Tact,

p001

e o -
me ddgree o previous(

3

ly develops. At
.

tools. "Thkkey

Ddink

,the same .

factor

deals

V entails

literate

4.
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(though not necessarily "intelligent"), as indeed it is assumed to be based on.

'.previous media-literacy. More passive kindS of televiewing, whichdo not entail ,

:Any knowledge extraction cannot be considered as "exposure to" or "experience

with" the medium in-terms of active handling of codes and formats. Such_a

is very much in accord with Deregowski's (1968)conception Of these terms

,,finding's.

Another general consideration. concerns the nature of mental skills which ,

are expected to be_affecied by exposure to TV. This-question has been dealt with
A .

-in preceding chapters. We have defined as relevant skills (i.e.,skills which
I. _ 0

t could be affected by the codes and formats of TV) only those which are called for

when informatio is to be extracted ssfrom a specifically coded menage. Other

1.2(- skills which a e.either very general and'May serve informatio extraction from
. - 4

numerous codes, regardless of medium, or skills which do not orrelate with

information extraction from any coded message,-Were notdefin as relevantiko

our. study. It should be emphasUed that the focus of the study w 5 n4, on the

1-
skill's themtelves but rather on theiltivating effects of TV. This study

differs, therefore, from many cross,-cultordl or developmental studies whose

major concern is With one,,or another skill or ability. Focusing on what exposure

to,TV does to "thircultivatiOi of mental skills enabled us to choose a variety
, 0

of differontAills bodeemed,to_-relevant regardless of their generality. We

/
expiected, however, to be able' to draw inferences

0
from the study concerning the

- - 4

nature'of.those skills which are more influenced by a cultural factor such as

Ty-and distinguish them from categories ceskills which are less influenced.

I -

Skills which we have found to be relevant tO the extraction of information

.from specific, coded messages can also be expcted to be cultivated by exposure

to TV Messates. If, however,they do not.serve any culturally reinforced function

aside from the extraction'ot knowledge from television (a highly.unlikely possibi-

itY1,-thenfhey could not beMeasure&thropgh any meant other than teleViewing,

nor would they be regarded-as general mental,skills. On the other hand, if a

mental' skill ids culturally relevant outside.the,realm of televiewing, then different
.

fdctors would partake in its cultivation, asid1e from the role played

4TV: Thus, -in the absence Of t.eleviewrng, or 'in the faCe of little exposure

4io:46 other cultural factors would be reSpOnsii6le for the -cultivation of the

sten.. This leads us to'a dilemma: If, indeed, we measure the mastery of skills

°
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which are culttirally relevant beyond televiewing,,then children heavily exposed

to TV woukl not necessarily have better mastery of the skilli than children with-

° little exposure, Mastery,by the former could result from televiewing,and,that

of the latter from other cultural sources, but now would we be able to separate

the different effects? Specific rlethodological and statistical methods were

needed to cope with this issue:

Methodology

To test our hypotheses, while taking intocensideration the points raised'

above, we developed the "Tilted ii:petign" (Figure 3). According to this design

two cultures are compared. fn each, two clusters of variables are measured:

culture A

E M

i

RE

M

culture

Exposure to TV (E), and Mastery of mentoal Fir These two are expected to'

correlate within both culture A, which*.is characterized,by heavy exposure to.tV,

and within culture B, which is charicterized by little. exposure, Since mastery

of skills is expected.to depend,A19 d sign4ficaleextent on exposure, culture'A

would also shoji., on the average better master)Ifor the skilis'than culture B (the

oblique lines in Figure 3), Correlations between exposure and mastery within

each culturewould indicate that the two are related to eac oth. Comparison,

between means across cultures would point.togthe direction f the effect (1.e,,
4

exposure -* skill mastery), since4, cultural gr6uf with mg e televiewing

44. (.
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o
would be expected to develop better mastery of the relevant skills.-

Two assumptions'underly this design:, (a) that'culture A is more heavily

expbsed to TV than culture B, and (b) that the samples taken fro'M the two

cultures are similar in most relevant respects except for the difference of

exposure to TV.

. .

For those reasons two samples were drawn: An,Isrleli sampleof middle
,

class, fourth and sixth grade children (N=113 and 105 respectively),' and an

American-sample of identical composition (N=87 and 73 respectively). A thir* d

sample of Israeli lower class children of the tame ages (N=160 and 111) was j

added to allow us to compare children from the same.culture but with different

home backgrounds, thus gaining.a better understanding -of the rote played by

factors other than televiewing onone's mastery of the skills.

The-Israeli samples were from the Jerusalem area. One sChool'Was

randomly selected from schools in the highest 20% bracket based on SES ranking,

while another school was randomly selected from the lowest 20% SES bracket.

From each school four classes of 'each of the two grade levels-were selected.

The American samplt was similarly drawn from the Boston area.. Care was taken

tolselect middle class schools allow comparison with the Ivaeli-middle class

sample. Simple sizes

.

are pres nted in Table 4.,

Table 4: The Samples

Class
11

[ TOTAL .American
Israeli

Middle Class Lower

Fourth
Grade

n = 87-

4

n = 10.5 n= 1.60
I

n 6 352

Sixth
Grade

n =73 . 113
.

n = kll n = 297

ThTAL n = 160 n ='218 n = 271 N = 649 .

%It was very clear...from the-available literature (e.g. Greenberg &

Dervin, 1976; McIntyre & Teevan, 1971) that the aver e.American child must be

. . 45
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a

. # .. * 4 *o

a far heavier TV viewer than the average Ist'aeri child if fpr no other reasons
but the number of, broadcast hours, number of-broadcast channels (Israel has but

one), and the number of TV receivers- owned -by households. On the other hand,
0.there was no reason to believe that the Israeli'and AmeriCan middle class samples

differ in any significant respect-other than with regard to televiewihg. To

secure evidence concerning the sitildrity of thertwo samples, measures were
taken of the occupational and educational levels of the children's- parents,
Using the Treiman Occupational Scale (1975), it became possible to compare the
two samples on this dimension-.

.1#

Nal
Method

41-
The entire battery pf measures used.:in the,study ,consisted of three

clusters (see details in next section): (a) background data secured from
' -(1) the'children, (ii) their parents; and (iii) school files and records,

(b) exposure to television, including televiewing habits, preferences over

other media, amount of viewing done "yeste nd, most importintly, apouts

of literate exposure done "yesterdays'; (c) mastery of selected mental Skills.,

For the Israeli samples the battery was divided into five parts of equal F

length and administered op five occasions to the two Israeli samples. In the
U S.1P, however, hue to practucal and administrative reasons, the battery was

diVided into three parts and administered on three occasions The Israeli battery
a -

included three additional refeence.tests, whose purpose was to aid in validating
the skill measures. 'Since these tests were not included in the-Aperican battery,

the testing load on each of the three occasions in the U S. was identical-to
that in Israel.

Testing was carried out in the clasgroots during regular school days All
"tests were group .administered. .Tvo to four trained students admini,stered the
battery in each_classrom Administration of the tests and other measures were
done once a week, on .randomly selected days.4 It took. five weeks to complete the
administration in Isael and-three weeks in the U.S.

A

dal the work in Israel was done by Drs. Gavriel Salompn and Akiba A. Cohen
with their.assistantS, All the work in-the U.S. was done by Dr. David Feldman

and his assistants,at Tufts University.

i
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Measures

ALI data, except Eor the infordiation. gathered from school files, were '

obtained by means of tests and questionnaires. The latter served to obtain-

data pertaining to background and exposure variables.
.

a) Backgrounddata; Background data obtained from each chi-Id dealt with after -

school activities, movie-going, book-reading, helping at home, playing with game's
4

and toys; reading newspapers and magazines, and the like.

Data obtained directly from 1 parents pertained to mother's and father's

education and occupation, size of household, ownership of appliances, age at

fib) osure: A9,discussed,earlier, the exposure measure served as the major

independent variable of the study. A number of different measures of exposure

were obtained, including toleviewinvhabits, preferences over other media, amount

viewed "yesterday" and the like. Each of these measures were obtained on at least'

two occasions for reliability and validity purposes. However, the major measure

of exposure was the Literate-Exposure measure (LE). It was obtained three times

in the U.S. and five times in Israel.

= The LE measure consisted of a series of content questions, each pertaining

to every 15-minute period of broadcasting. The questions were of an extremely

simple nature and tailed fotthe recognitionof.,a highly salient feature hat

appeared in the corresponding 15 minutes of the broadcast. Each questi was

followed by four alternative answers,'only one of which was correct. There was
ihr

also a p ossible response of "I didn't watch the program". (A sample question:

"On 'Hawai Five-0' yesterday we sew:" 1. A submarine
2. A horse race

. 3. A plane crash
4. A car accident).

Correct responses to the LE questionnaires correlated .00,to .35 with verbal-41v

; intelligence, depending on the age and SES of the children, thus indicating that sj

this measure did not tip "intelligent viewing ". It was reasoned that a child who

couldfnot answer the simple recognitiqn questions included in the. LE measure may

have 'turned the TV set on but did_not extract any information from it. On the .

other hand, a'child who answered --the LE 'questions correctly was assumed to have

attempted to extract information from it, and thus coped with the codes of the
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messages., Interestingly enough, LE correl4ed only about .50 with the self-

reported number of hours, of viewing ,"yesterday", indicating that ,Self- reports

(particularly of the yOunger children) can be quite misleading.

The LE questionnaire tapped viewing of-progr:aMs

preceding afternoon and evening. A tam of tnvesti ators

broadcasting between 4:00 and 10:00.p.111. and composed the

each 15 minutes of broadcasting. The whole questionnaire

graphed the same night and'administered on the following

acted on the

watched all aired

24 questions, one for

was typed and mimeo -

morning. .

Each LE questionnaire covered 'all the televised program's from 4:00 to.

,10:00 p.m. on all channels. Since there is only one channel In Israel'each LE

questionnaire contained 24 questions. In the U.S., where eight channels were
.

available, each LE questionnaire contained 192 qu

c-fi

stions, Yet, to avoid overload,.
ill.ea cluster of questions was identified the tl e period it covered, which

appeared on a separate page, and had a queston for each channel., which appeared,
on the s.ame% location on each page. Thus a child who did not watch during that
time period simply moved on without attempting to answer the questions on that
page.

The reliability of the measure was .76 in the Israeli sampte,"and .82 14
the American sample.

11

c) 'Tests of mental skills: Many of the te'sts,welli/taken from our experiment
...- _,...-(Chapter 3) with only few changes introduced. There were also several new

additions tp the battery. Samples of the battery appear in the Appendix.,

1) Detail'and Concept: See Chapter 3. The test contained five items. Alpha
Cronbach Reliability was found to be .82.

A
2) Detail and-Whole: See Chapter 3. There were ten items, and the reliability

was .88.

-,3):Closidpg Gaps'- Visual Test: See Chapter 3. There were fiveitems and the
,reliability was .80.

4) Closing Gaps - Verbal Test: See Chapter 3. There,were five items and the
reliability was .80.

5.) Visual Memory: See Chapter 3. There.were two suoh drawings, and the
reliability was,.74.

. .
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6) Sjace constructioN.0050e Chapter 3. There"ydere four items, and the

reliability was .75.

7) Points'of View. The child was shown a standard view and was to select from

among four alternatives the one which correctly showed the same view from
t

another, specified, point of view. There were five items,
4
and the reliabil-

*
ity of the test was .49.

_8) Picture Stories: There were three drawings depicting a sequence -of events:

The child had to provide a tit1;,. as concise as possible, to the whole
11.

sequence Two scores were givert conciseness and accuracy of the title

("titles"), and degree of integration of the description (.'!coitter-iff); the

more the description dealt with each drawing separately, the lower the Scores.,

There were seven items, and the reliability for "Titles" was:.96 and for

"Content" .95.

9) Series Completion The original test was used. It had 14 items and was

used for comparison (in terms of correlational patterns rather than average

scores) with the test of Interrupted Series. The reliability was .88.

10) Interrupted Series: This test was based on a known test of series completion

(see test No. 9). However, since it was used to test a child's ability to

overcome the disruption of commercials on TV, each series was interrupted

by an irrelevant activity of 20 seconds, inserted between the presentation

of a problem and the solution. The test had five items and reliability was

.79.

11) Mixed Stories:. It was reasoned that literati exposure to TV may strengthen

the child's ability to treat a mosaic of contents presented in rapid success-.

ion, as separate unconfused entities. To test this four,half-page stories

were read aloud (as well as presented in print), followed by five multiple

choice questions. The wrong alternative responses entailed, mixed story-

lines. The reliability was .92.

12) Pairs: It was reasoned that literate exposure to TV may affect ont4 imagery

by either calling upon it and cultivating it, or by -supplanting and thus

debilitating Twelve pairs of words, half of them concrete and half

abstract, also divided into frequently and infrequently used ones, were read

gr
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and presented in print. The children were urged t. use imagery while

attempting to memorize the pairs (Paivio, 1971). Then they were given

the response list, randomly ordered, In some pairs, the response member.

Of the pair was missing, in others - the stimulus member. This test was
based on experimental treatments used in Paivio's experiments (1971). It

was never used before as a test. The reliability was 93,

The following 'tests were used as reference tests and were administered in
Israel only.

411

13, M1LTA: A standardized Israeli test of intelligence. Only the verbal part

was administered and is known to correlate .9t with the total score. Scores
were not converted into standard scores or IQ points as within,ea4 grade

level age is quite homogeneous. Reliability of the test was 9.3.

(ln the U.S., "standard language and math tests were administered for the
same purpose.)

,

14) Witkin's lest of Field Dependency (1971): 'This test has 16 items and its

reliability was .87.

15) Spatial Rotations: The test was taken from the kit of reference tests.

rFrench, et al., 1963) Itwas designed.by Thurstone to measure one's

ability to visualize spatial rotations. The reliability was 92

The Validity of the Tests

Attempts were made to gain better,knowledge about the validity of the tests
Towards this end three reference tests were added to the Israeli battery: MILTA
(verbal intelligence), Field-Dependence (EFT), and Spatial Rotations. The whole
battery of 16 tests was submitted to a factor analysis and the resultant Varimax
rotated factor solution yielded four factors with eigefivalues ore than 1.00
(Table 5).

4-

A nipper 6f tests loaded heavily on the first factor Most salient among
them were the tests of Closing-Gaps (Visual), Detail. and Whole, Space - Construction
and Seriet Completion, Tests with weaker loadings on this factor were Spatial

Rotationg7Pairs, Closing-Gaps (Verbal), Points of View, and Titles. It appears

P
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Tab15:\Factor Analysis Varimax Solution
6f .the 16 Tests '(N = 216)

Points of View

Titles

Content

Detail & Concept

Closing Gaps (Verbal)

Memory.

Interrupted Series
A

Stories

Closing Gaps (Visual)°

Detail & Whole

Pairs

Space Construction

Series

!FT..

Rotations

Factot I

.34

£31

-.12

.op

.43

.00
-

.03

.30

.79

462'

.41

1

.50,

G.
.40

A

Factor II Factor III Factor IV

.14 .10 .09

.04 -.00 -.00

.60 ".12 .22

.03 .46 -.01

.39 .15 .12

.09 .67

.66 .03 .11

.12 .12 .34

.07 /-.05 .06

.27 .24 .14

.39 ,44 .00

.32 .12

.47 .13 . .29

.56 .11 -.04

.11 -.00 .59 .

.39 -.06 .31
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. that this factor is a visual- spatial one. The fact that other tests, known to
be mainly verbal ( MILTA and Content); do not load on this. factor strengthens

this poirlts

The tests which were found to load heavily on the second factot. were

Content, Interrupted-Series, MILTA, Series, Pairs, Closing-Gaps (Verbal), and

Rotations. It appears that this is a verbal factor. The fact that some of the

spatial tests also load on this factor proves again'the point Often mentioned

elsewhere that spatial problems are solved, partly, by verbal logic and internal
.speech. This does not. apply to all spatial and visual tests, and it suggests

that some of the tests, (e.g. Closing-Gaps - Visual, and Detail & Whole) are more

"purely" visual, whereas the others also entail a verbal component (mainly Pairs,
which is a test of verbal memorization,aided by imagery, and Space-Construction).

The, third factor is quite clearly a factor of memory: The following tests
load heavily on it: Visuaf Memory,Detail and Concept, and Pairs. Two of these
three tests were designed to measure memory, whereas. the third, Detail,andiConcept,
was not. It appears that.the latter test, designed to measure one's ability to

relate visual details to conceptual wholes, and should therefore load on both

the visual and the verbal factors, entails mainly visual memorization.

The fourth-factor-includes Witkin's test of Field-Dependerce-and, (to a

lesser extent) also Stories and Rotations. The fact that the Stories test' loads I

on this factor and not on'the verbal'one-saiestg that it taps one's analytic

ability (indeed, I,higher score was given to the'child who succeeded to avoid

confusing the four short stories presented to him), and thus4measure5 the intended
skill.

1

Generally then, we found that the tests of Points of View, Closing -Gaps

(Visual), and-Detail & Whole are visual-spatial tests. The tests of Closing-Gaps

(Verbal), and Space-Construction measure both spatial and verbal skills, whereas
.

the test of Pairs also measures memory. The fact that it loads on the visual-

spatial test is evidence that it apparently measures imagery, as intended. The

test of Stories, as we have found, measures 'field independence,"as origfKlly

intended, and only the test if Detail and Concept fails to measure the intended
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The Sa 1 s

It was our intention to 'find Israeli and American samples of similar

backgrounds', SES and home environment,4n addition to a lower US 'Israeli sample.

While the two former samples were expecteetobe similar ,on most relevant accounts,

but to differ with respect to-their amount of exposure to TV, the two Israeli
.

samples were expected to differon most relevant accounts but tehave similar

amounts of exposure to TV., Table 6 below presents the means and standard devi-

ations of some major background variables of the American and Israeli middle clais

sample8.

Table 6; The IAlheli and American Samples.- Selected Background Data

ISRAEL
(N=216)

SD

= 60)

SD t

Mother's Educatio 6.13 1:45 .% 3:39 0.89 5.45*

(in scale units') ` _
- -,

Father's Education 6;30 1.57 3.94 4.22 ,2.23**

(in scale units)1. _

2./.
s

Mother's Occup#tion 45.44 16.48 42,24 6.06 2.31**

(in scalq:units)2
. ,

Father's Occupation 53'.74 14.70 47.40 ' 11.56 4.33 **

(in 'scale units) 2
, ,

-Size of hOusehold 4.79 0.88 5.56 1.72

Amount of help child
0.27 0%41 0.28 0.45

-lives mother

Watching TV jointly 3.30 . Q.77 3.13 0.76

-Firi scale units) 3

Dinning jointly , 3.90 1.07 4.60 0.67 '- -7.14**

(in scale units)3 -'

Age started KG 2.64 ,
0.78 .4.44 0.83

..

No. of books read
4.30 1.37 2.78 1.14

last month

=5.38**

-0.31

2.00*

*

11.29**.

* p <..05; ** p < .01

`Scale units are 1=eight years, 2=partial high school', 3=completed.high school,

4=partial college, ,5=B.A., 6=M.A. or Ph.D,

!Stale units according to Treiman's occupational scale (1975). ,

3Scale units - on ordinal scale from "little" to "Much".

-# 53
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As can be seen from Table 6, the two Samples-differ from each other
A

numerous respects, although their sex composition and ages do not Istaeli
ch4dren n the sample were of families with somewhat highr levels of education
and occ tional status, read more books, watched more TV jointly with their

parents, toetan.pre-school education at a younger age and came fronsmaller,

families.' Thus it would ,appearthat the Itra4li sample represents asomewhat

106 higher SES than the American sample.

Table 7 presents the means- and standard dejlations of the two Israel

samples om the same variables'.

40.

-Table 7: Middle and Lower Class Israeli
Samples - Selected Background Datad

Middle Class
.(N=216)

S

Lover-Class -

(N =271)

R.

Mother's, edgcation. * 6.13 1,.45 3.29 1446 20t09**
, , - k

i 4". Father's edqcation '6.30 1.57 3.58 1.48 18.08 **
,

Mother's- occupation 45.44 16:48 30:09 6.95 13.59 **, .

Father's occupation 53.74 14.70 .35.50 9.80 16.03**

Sire of ho.1 .sehOld 4.79 0.88 . 5.90 1.41 0 -9.3p*
.. ,

Watching7.11-jointly 3.30 ' 0.77 3:56- 0;97 -2:31**
,,,

.

. Dinning jointly 3.90 1 07 t .4.i0 *1.03 -2.99-**
. , . .

..' Age started KG , 2.64 0.78. 2.81 0.90 2.06* #

No, of books read .

last month 4,30 1.37' 3.90 1.44 3.04**
..

.

** p < .01

a),For the nature ofscale units, please consult Table

.54
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1
5?

o -
y

A expectedi:the middle class !Israel, group differs fromthelower ;lass'

Israeli one:On_all aCcounknbwrito'differentiete between the two SES levels.
o --a.-

..11115 two'
i

comparisons'havekshown, thus far, that whereas the two'Israeli

MOMples representedthe desired4opulations, the.AMerican simple deviated some-
_ .r

wh41 from our expectations, thus introducing 'undesirable differences from their

Eitaeli "counterparts".

4,

RESULTS '

iF Surprise

,

. , As pecalled,,the Amexican, sampleves chosen lm the bads of the .

,

widely shared knOwl4dge thatAmeprin chitdren,by,and large; are among the

heaviest known TV consumers.. NaMerous'tirvsys field studies using. mainly.
,
.-s lf-reporwing%'diaries.47 mothers' reports, pare alleged time and againT1

es

. tha the American hild is an'extremely'dedicated ;TV viewer.

it will be

, , 7-

.7. .. However,when,examining ZAIr data'.a dtamatica,lly4purprisite finding emerged,

namely -that the American children's' litetate-TV-viewing was 'slightly below that

counIarpilts,. The data are presented in Table 8.of their Israeli

: ri

Table8easures of TV
*I for Ismael

,Pe &
.

,

Self-reported. geteral

amount of 'TV-viewing °
,

Self-repott ,on "Yesterday's" 2f4 .

, .

amount of TVoview,ing
a '

..N... . .I

Amount of, Literate Exposure 1.7116

V
/

posureAveziaged Acrlo.ss Sessions7.

American Middle Claik:Samples-,
(hours' per%day)

A

ISR4EL pr

14' SD

-(N=1051

3:35 .

Sixth Grad!' T.

.Self-rd0Wrted geperal
amount of-TV-viewing

'Selfrrepbrt on .1`testerd,ay.'s!'

amount df TV-Viewing ''.11141;60,.

Al'*.

Amount of; Literate ExpoStirli. 1.29

.1.28

1.38

Ia (N.110)

3.55 L.44

* p < .05.; ** p, <

U.S.

SD

('N=87)

4.17 1.84,

2.73

0.86

1.85

0,7.

(N=71)

4.22 k.56

t

-g3.61**

I :.77**

2.28*'

2'.90 -1.96/

4

OOF
-2.9

-2:3

0.58

* *
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AP
Since the,AMerican sample aPs interviewed on three occasibns c

.

the five sessions with the Israeli-children; the Istaeli TV viewing 'd
.

all multiplied by a constant Actdr oAD-6 'so as.tamake temcomparable to the
U.S. data. Whereas American chillfi claim to be. wattbing T1( about four hours 0

Pally at age'9,and-11, Israeli children claim-to be watching, aWout 35.hours. .

These figureir de ase when the question is more specific:' onlyiabout 2,7-2.9.

"yesterday" by 'the American children,' while the Israelis claig

2.1 and /.3 hours. However, when the amount watched on the
0 .

examinedin light of the most superfidially extracted knbwledge
1,

Literate Exposui-e) the difference .either disappeared (sixth
*

pared to'
-

pre '.

t
hoUrs are watch*

to watch between
. .

`preceding day is
ti

from the-scree

grade) or was in
r

into minute's, it

favor of the Israeli children (fOurth grade).- When, translated

turned out that the fourth grader watched about64 migies

a day whileiks American coUnterpart. watched ahout51 minutes only. At'age 11,
0

,c , the figures are 77.5 and 74 (N. S.) respectively. IP.

ft.. 6
.

%

This finding,it Surprising indeed an& raises questiops as. to the validity*
, ....__S°.

,
Iof the data. Could it be that th0 cisestions pertainiycrto literate expo were. . c'

.

,,.
.

.aoredifficult for the Ame,ican sampe% Lf indeed they were, then the children's
,

eit-
attemptS to answl the questions, whether correctly answered or *not, should lie

considered. Accordingly, a.separate Calculation WA made in which all'iesp
,eitlpircorrect or incorreat, were scored as ",itmtching", whereas only the reponse *a--

-'didn't watch the program" was scored as "not,watchilie. The mean nu fiber of

A. attemptedeanswers for the Israeli 'fourth graders', when translated into minutes of -.

.

.

L.

w chi 'etas 67minutes',,and that of the American tourt

9011 . The man for the Israeli sixth grader, was 7
the American sixth grader was-84 minutes (N.g.). Thus,

graders - 61-minupps

.5.minu es and thatof

f all responses,
,

iretrect 'or incoA, are considered, stilf.the expected differente in favoieof the,
. ,

, 13 ,_ .
k

. . 4 4 it,WA Could it be that "Literate Exposure".actually measured ihtelligen.,viewing, '..

Imerican child does not appear.

and that,pince.t1-ie Isra i sample was of a slightly higher SES thanthe American,

that the latter factor compensated fpr actual Less TV viewing? The findings did

e Exposuee, correlated negativelynot supp;11-such a pos sibility either. Li' tera

13

answers were;.72 for Israel, and .92 far thelb.S.1

3

The correlations between 1E (correct responses) and the number..of attempted '1-
4

. .

le,
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Co.

With-motile-vs! educahe4,and occupai'icn ( -.22 to -.25) in the fourth trade

.groups and with no socin-econamic variableat alPfin the sixth 6-4de grobps.

The same accui=lred whercLiterate Exposure was correlated with verbil"
, -

. -

intelligence (the MI4TA'Test) in tine Israeli sample: atd with language scbres
. .

.

in the American sample. In the IsraelFsample only in the fourthgrade - lower
- ..

21ass sample, did we find a correlation between LE and ve'rbal(Itelligence (.33).

In the other grOups no Correlation-was foffild. Correlations of LE with language
t //

. .

and math scores were.similarLy loin, f, rangng from -.07 .15. //

Thus; the-LE measure ca4nbt be considered to Tire intelligent viewing
/.

(withothe 'exception of the Is,aeli fourth v-ade'lower class grourlY, ,a40,hence

;cannot be considered as.biased in favor of any sampte.

'In sum,.we could not find any reason to invalidate the finding that the

Israeli-children in our sample had as-much, or eves more, literate exposure to

than American children, in spite of the higher saliency of TV in the U.S.

/IP ::, . _ '.
.

'

Tests of the hypotheses .

. .. .

`.'sets, of ,data analyses sewed as the': bases for the testing of
: 14

our hypotheses: ;Correlational analyses within, and across'groups, and comparisons
, .. . . .

. of means across groups. Whereas the former were expected to show the extent to .the
, ' )

which exposure to tliemedrem'is related to one's mastery of specifit mental .

skills, the latter was, supposed to'.show the directionof that Telationsg(see
. .

the section on' methodology)
.

'

Corre "tional datem t
0

tre handled -in, woyS. First, cdrrelv-,

tio ween baCkground variables,. Literate,Exposare'and skill mastery were

computed and examined:' These led to the utilization of multiple regression

(44) analyses,with a forced order of-LE entered as the last predictor. Doing

lierp,akkie to isol.ate,-. or' partial-out the"contribution of relevant back
.

.,ground 'variables to the variance of each ,of the me4ipl skill tests. Once done,
. -

it became possible to examine the additional, or '!net" contribution of Literate
t ""

F.xppsure to they.ariance of any chbsen skill, test. 'This was dor as we wereo.
4 t )

14
.

Due tt the erge amounts of data, only major findings are reported hefe in.r =

summary f .
,- .1

r

t7
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interested only inthose parts of skill mastervariafice which could by ,

attributed statistidally to our main independent variable - Literate tkposure.
".This then entailed the partialling-out pf background.variables such as verbal

intelligence,
15

SES (when the same age groups were lumped together); or age

(when different social cliosies were collapsed). One has to be.cautious in

afinterpreting the findings based n stepwise reAession.analyses. The hnet".'

amount of va'iance i!thrl,gi.ven dependent 'liarlabld which'is, exclusively accounted
for by amount of exposure, dependswto an extent on the amount of variance which
is partialled out due to bac4tound variables. Therefore, there is much more
meaning to the relative contributions to the variance When groups are compared,
and less sa to the absolutd contributions. If, fpr example, we find that

/exposure to the medium contributes in gioup 'a' to 8% o&Jhe variance of a

given test, while in group 'b' the .comparable contribution reaches only 2%, then
we can see wh9 was more and was less.."affected" by exposure to TV.

The abvnlute percent of accounted for variance in each one of the groups
is contigent upon the-amount of variance isolated previously; This amount is
influenced by the number of background variables analyzed by various steps
of the multiple regression. ,If.some variables were excluded the overall variance

accounted for would be'smaller,'.Whereat if some variables were added the overall

Variance accounted for could be greater.

4
Table 9 presents in summary form the MR analyses pertaining to the'

combined American and Israelisgmple (N=376), of middle class (fourth and .S1xth

grade) children and ioeach of its different, age and national sub-groups. The.
first thing to note is thaDelativelysmall amounts of skill variances accounted
for by the different baciground variables included in the analyses as predicioM

-Clearly, the more homogeneous the sub-group of subjects, the smaller the contrib-'
ution of background variables. Still, even when the-whole sample is considered,
the-ginounts of skill variance accounted for by background do not exceed 34.8%.

15
- The question as to whether a,skill such as, say, ,,agery, corrSlates with

verbal intelligenCe', interesting as it may be, is not directly related to
our hypotheses.

:58
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Table 9: Amounts of skill-'mastery variance accounted
for by LE after partialling pat variance dtie
to background variables (ER2) iln'the Ameriap
and riZrac.li'imiddle clas's samples (In..perceilts):

0

rests Points Detail (,

Groups*
of
View

Titles Content and .

[ Concept

Stories , pairs' Space

,Total ER2 12 44% 14.90%

(N 376) .+LE 0.08
. .

0.05X0.05
...

Fourthlgrade

(N = 192)

ER2 ; 17.50,

+Ld 0.27

23.34

-0.58

s

Sixth,gradf ER2 :1°14.30 ; 12.33

(Ii= 183) +LE -0 05 1.03
, A

Americans, ER
2

16.78 10v69°

(N = 160) +LE Q 52 0.00

Israelis El< 443.37 12.94

(N o 216) +LE 1.25 Q.04

American
4th grade ER2 14.63 21.59

87> *LE 0:72 -1.12

-Ameritan .

6th grade ER2 16'97 19.95

(N = +LE 0.82' 3 45

Israeli

4th grade .ER2 L8.57 27.27

(N .°105) +LE 4.39 0.04

,

,.
_ 5.3'1%°

0'. 11

12.3,8*

0.62

.16.66%

.00

21.35. 19.37 23,31 .

0.45 3.91*

,

4

7,25 22.82 14.18

../ --0.':? 0.44_ 1.88
4 ,

10.74 6.39
0

7.53

-3.10 -0.04 0.40

4.16 4.33 12280

2.19 2.80* 0.58

7.81 13.39 9.54

1.57 1.63 -1.46

19.78 14.88

-0.74 .0.86

9.99 14.07. d 09

5 124 1.97- 0.22 ,

4

p 3,4.78% 20.47%
, 6

0 0.36"
.

0.03

28.37 10.80

0.01 . 2.92

,,

17.60 18,48

'0.21 -2:31

30.22 26.13

. 0.78 0.29

41.53 17.89

0.59 0.01

26.78 12.58

-3.80 1.37,

44? .51

2.27 -0.87

26.68 10.35

1.35 1.43

Israeli, .., -
.-

6th grade ER2 8.88 7%74- 3.48 ! 11,00 7.45 .6.47 14:4,
. -

(N . 110) : +LE 0.3 1 632 1.35 3.18 2.68 0.88 ,.-1.53

p < .05

1 ,
59
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Table 9 (continued)

; ,,

-55-

._

Groans

Tests
Intfrr.

Series Verbal Visual
Detail
and . <..

Whole
- Series.

.

I '

1 Memory

Total sarDle ER2

(t4 - 376) I.F.

16.69% 23.23% 20.61 %' 19.32%

0.37 0.00 0.07 *0.07

Fourth grade ER2 23 00 22.28 31.46 24.63., -

(N-'.!92) +LE -1,40 -0.02 -0:69' -1 Q3. .

Americans

iN - 160)

Israeli

6th grace

110)

z42

-41F.

9.31

0.27

IN 1 78

18.41

-1.14

aSixth gra6e EP2 23.22 21.80 16.15, 9 58

(N 183) +LF 0 67 '0.90 2:65.

29.31

0,01

1 71

2& 62

-0.98

-

11 77

0.41

.

2 iJ

13.06

-0.55

8.59

0-00

-15.?iS"

3

.

9,2-4

-1.53

-Israe1is ER2 20 50 35.60 -19.98 E7 44

4 (N2, 216) 0 03 = 0.00 0.05 , 0.29: ,

/
<

AmericdPi

4th grade ERA 7.78 26.40 29 48 '11 33

iN ..- .,7T7T *TA: '2 99 :1,14 0 7, 10 4, `3.

.

1 .r. r....1

Ith .r. _e Pa' :'8.80 4.. 4-4 14.91 '-. 02, %

I - 105"; +LE 0 06 4 . ! 7 2,18 0.79

I

26.09%- 21.44% '

'0.33 0.6§,

28 69 -'23..,81

1 39 4.41

. -

i9. i5 20 08

-2.16 s 95*

15:80

.14 0.0.0'

19 19
4'
0 56

35 65 4 59

0 98, . A 85! f4

< .05

60

-.

'23 '60 27.74

-0.28, A.213
. .

r-1' ' , #
,

C' 1
k 40

7.7 "I" "

<
, : -.:. % . '4 ' . 04

4,:-,. 44 '.. 4-00

,
f.c.

15.09

9 137*

/

'
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A similar finding was reported in our study on the cognitive effects Of Sesame

Street ,on Israeli children (Salomon, 1974c).' This repeated finding suggests

that What cojcerns the media-related mental skills dmder investigation, other

than SES or verbal intelligence factors seem to affect their mastery. Television

could possibly.beone of those."other" factors:

However, as.it can be seen in the table, LE does not account for any

significant 'portion of skill-mastery variance in the combined American-Israeli

middle class sample: Breaking the sample down into,age sub,7groups shows that

within fourth grade, LE accounts,only for3.91%-of the variance on Detail."&

Concept (p'< ..05)" -In-the sixth grade 'group LE accounts only for 3.95% .of

the Memory variance (p < .05}%

The breakdown according to country shows that LE accounts for no variance'

on.any one.of theskill-mastery. tests in the total American sample. It accounts .

for 3:4% of the Titles variance (N.S.) in the American sixth-grade group
,

negatively for 3.8% (.10 -< p 05) ofthe imagery (Pairs) variance in the

American fourtLgrade group.

'46
In the Isrgeli middle Class sample, LE accounts for 2.86% (p < .0) ofethe

variance of Detail VConcept, and 4.85% (f< ,01) of the Memory variance. More

specifically, in the sixth-grade LE accounts for 9,87% (p <-001) of the variance

of Memory, while in fourth grade it accounts for.5.1% (p <.01) of the varlitance of

Content, and 6.3% (p < '01) of the variance of Serres In all the latter

mentioned cases, when the amount of variance accounted for by LE in one of the

Israeli sub-groups is compared with that in the Farallel American Sub-grdup, the

-differences of the b weights are stat stically significant at p < .605..orl-smaller.

It thus appears that overall LE contributes to the variances of only a ,

few tests, and that these contributions are only within the Israeli sample, a

bit larger in fourth- than in sixth-grade_

Analys.is of the Israeli sample dhd its sub- groups reveals a somewhat ,

different.pidtdre (Table 10)
.16

16
The parts in Table 10 which pertAin to the Israe middle'class"were
reproduced, fdtr'purpoif.es of ennverlient reading, om Table 9.

'4

a



No.
'Table 10, Amounts of ski mastery variance accdunted for b' LE

after. partialling out variance due to background
variables

Th e,Tests
The

Group

Points

of

View
Titles

Con-

tent

Total sample ER2 21.67% 8.01% 9.49%

'(N 48$) LE 0.16 0.66 .0.13

06ixth grade ER2 21.74 6.94 8,55

(N = 223) +LE 0.21 0.20 0.01

FoUrth grade ER2 2119 10.04 10.20

(N'= 271) +LE 0.36 0.55 0.34

Low SES ER2 4:54 4.44 3.28

(N = 270) ., +LE 0.17 0.50 0.28

Middle class ER2 13.37 12.94 4.1§

(N = 216) +LE 1.25 0.04 2.19

(ER2) in all Israeli groups (in percents)

Detail

& Con-
cept

Sto-

ries
Pairs Space

17.48% 29.89% 41.44% 33.300

1.57*, 3.12* 0.08 0:65

.

13.44 19.30 41.71 35:17'

1.18 3.61 1.76 0.00

21:38 33.12 16.26 24.42

3:80* 3,.42* 0.02. 2.87*

10.10 29.85 12.96' 15.32

1.38 3.00* 0.00 2.36*

4.33 12.80 41.53 17.89

2.86*, 0.58 0.5 0.01

Intery
Verbal Visual

Detail
and

Whole
Series Memory

36.13%,37.24%

0.13 0,06
r

31.33 %,30.05% 43.33% 21.83$ .

0.89 1.51* 1.66*1 1.95*

t
.11

32...99 49.69 2'.10 28.82 142.37 118.68#

0.44 .0.05 0.09 0.74 0.08 6.68*
k

36.51 24.16 /5.27 11.17 32.17..17.30.

0.01 0.68 2.37*. 2.44* 3.65* .9.77

-17-.80 24 85 18.61. 16.90 2Q.80 16.37

-0.08 '0.34 . 3.82* 2.40* 3.10* 0.80'

20.50 35..60: 19.98 27.44 35.65 14.59

0.00 0.05 0.29 0.98 4.85*
1I V WI -] 1 s I

63
* p < .05

62



Table 1-0-....kcontinued)

4
The Tests

The

Group

Points
of

View
Titles

Con-.

tent

Detail

E4 Con-

cept

Sto-

ries

4th grade
Low SES p12 9.52',, 6,170 4.51 %.14,91% 27.04%

(N = 160) +LE 0.53 0.45 0.55 . 4.15! 4.18*

4th grade
Middle class ER2 18.57 '27.27 9.99.. 14.07 34

(N = X105) +LE -4.39 0.04 5.2' 1'.97 0.22
.

6th grade
Low SES' . ER2 6.70 10.27 .3.71 13.25 22.00'

(N = 103) +LE*' 0.02,, 0.24 -0.03 '0.47, 4.11*

6th grade I

..

Middle class -ER2 8.8 7.74 3.48 11,00 7.45

1

(N := 110) +LE 0:32 1.63 1.35 3.18 2.68

J

Pairs Space
Inter.,

Series

A
Verbal

vo

Visual
Detail
and -

WhOle

Series Memory

9.810\19,86i 16.13 %'24.73% 17.45% 13,46% 14:85% 11.43%
.

1.23 0.91. '6.00' 0.32 6'.40** 3.90* 3,54! 1.20

,

26.68 10.35 28.80 14,44

1.35 1.43 0.06 4.17

18,68 18.27 19.17 14.52

6.93** 2.18 0.20- 0.27

k

6.47 14.47 18.41 29.62

0.88 -1.53 -1.14 '70..98

'14.01

0.18

48..60

0:79

19,15 21:21

0.93 0.27

13.06 9.24

-0.55 -1

28.89 8.04

6.34** 01,00

.25-.50 P0,69

1.90*. 0.87
,

'23.67 13%09

-0.56 .9.87"
I- 1 L I L -' i 1.4 I I I J

..% .. .

. 0

65
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Within thethe total Israeli sample LE significantly accounts for no'more

than 3.1% of the variance of the Stories-test, and less than 2% on Detail and
Conce14 Detail and Whole, Series and on Memory. Although statistically

significant, these contributions are rather small.

The breakdown into sub-groups is a bit more revealing. LE significaftly

accounts for between -2.3% and'3.8% of the variances of. six tests in the fourth-

grade group, and 6.7% on only One test (Memory) in the sixth-grade group.

Similarly,-LE accounts for2.3% to 3.8% (p < .05) on five tests in the low SES

group, but on two tests only in the middle class group.

A further breakdown into social class and age'groups shows that whereas

LW accounts significantly for between,3.5%rto 6.4% of the variance on five tests
in the ow SES. fourth-grade, it accounts for 5.1% to 6 3% on two tests in the

middle class fourth-grade group. In the sixth-grade, LE significantly accounts
for 6.9% and 4 1% of the variance on two tests in the low SES group,-and 9.8%
of the variance on one test (Memory) in the middle class group.-

Comparison of the b weights associated with LE between the two social
a

classes of fourth-grade age and of sixth-grade age are presented in Tables 11
and 12 respectively.

/-4

The Tables clearly show that there are statistically significant differ-
.

ences of b weights between the social class sub-groups in all the cases in which
LE accounts for significirt portions of skillmastery variances.

Two things seem to emerge from these analyses. FirSt, it appears that'LE
, A

accounts for variances on more tests in some groups than in others. The group
01

in which LE signifitantly'accounts for th variance on the largest number'of tests,
is the Israeli lower-class.fourth-grade group. Next come the Israeli middle-class,

fourth -grade and the lower - class' sixth-grade groups. This point seems to be
rather important as it tends to suggest that LE is related' to a larger.number of
mental skills among younger and less advantaged (also verbally less intelligent)
,children.

Second, it appears that LE accounts for different skills in the different ,

groups. In the lower class, LE accounts for variances on tests which seem to L,
. .measure mainly analytic and visual abilities (see the description of the tests'

factor analysis). Thus, for example, the test' Of Stories (to whose variance

66
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Table 11: Comparison between b.coefficients associated
with,LEin the MR analyses between low and
middle class fourth graders

Lower Class Middle Class,

b1 -S
y-x

SE2- I b2 Sy x
SE2

Points of'
.View

Titles'

Content

Detail and
-Concept

Stories

Pairs

Space.

Interrupted-
, Series

Verbal

Visdal

Detail band

Whole

Series

Memory-

.050'

.264

, -.312

.192
. - .'

.175

03

66

-.008.

.071

.352

. .282

N\.352
.

.47 .

S

%

'

1.048

5p98

6.30

1.38

1.24

3.20

1.02--

1.38

1.89

2.06

2.09 .

2.71
.

6.20

'..017

.0046
. ,

-150.

.167

.008

.006

.043

.004'

.008

2015

.018

.030

.162

1

.-

I

.

i

.

.031

.024

'.554

.

036

.008

:071

.028

-.005

.015

-.017

-.034

.760

.009

,.0',

.

, 1.3i

6-.69

6.05

4.39

0-.99

-.\-

3.39

1.32

1.10

2.06

2.25

2.10

.40'

'7.'25

'.002

.0006 .

I

.017

.014 1

:0007

.0004

_

..004°

.000t

.01004' J

.0016
0 V

.0017'

.004

.020

.-

.26

-.8(8

L2.03*

2.44*

2708*

'-.80

..56

.,14

'.43 ,

2.68 **

2.25*

-2.21*

1.07

,

Note: The formula used fb test the significance of the differdhce between b coefficients .L"

.

was:

i- b2.
t =

b
where SE2'ttY.L. .

SE2+10 . $xN-2

*) p < .05

**) p< .01 0

6'7
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4

Table 12: Comparison between b coefficienctsassociatea
, with LE in the MR analyses between low and

middle class sixth graders

\pa

Lower Class.

Syx SE

View
Points of

.009 t.04' .06

Titles, .192 6.81 .152

Content 1.089 8.72 .25b

Detail and
.051 1.29 .005Conc.ept

p

Stories,'
. -.095 1.05 .003

Pairs .166 2.22 ,01611,
.

Space 0 .11 1.34 .0067

Intezrupted-'
Series 037 2.93 .028

Verbal , .070 2.35 .0185

Vispal .13 2.31 .017

...e".

Whole
Detail and .

'-.060 2.02 .013
- -

.

Series -1 .25 3.12 .032

Memory -.24 8.13 .218 .82

.092

.130

.042

.012

-.095

-.020

-.005

-.D18

-.028

. /

.

'-.025

:63

See note in Table 11.

p < .05

68

/middle Class

S.
x

117 .0005

6.60 .017

8.26 .026

1.30 .0006

0

0.70 .0002

2.70. .0003

1.30 .0006

.82 .0002

, 2.41 1 .002

8 .
2.40 .0009 '

, 1.54 .002

.

2.63 .0049

11.22 \1/4 .049

i*

SE2 t

,24 '

-.42
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0 , \
. LE. accounts 3A03. in Tourth-grade-and 4.18%,i1 sixth-grade, both 'p '< ...05)loade&(

1 ."
*

.... ...

heavily on one factorytogether with Witkin's Figure-Embeed Test, i.learly /,
4 ,... 1.

appearing as'an aialytic ability.' Similarly, the tests of Detail and Concept,
4 4

4 Closing -Gaps (Visuat).and Detail and. Whole ar
.

e more analytically oriented. The
,

Only exception is the test of imagery, (pairs) which is more6a. teSt of )Inthesis
...

i n
'than a test of analysis. - . li'

(
.

in all these tests LE accounts for significantly.more variancel.a the
(

-lower than in the middle class-group*. ,- Olk,
. #

..

.0In the other'hand, LE accounts in the middle class group mainly for skills,
h .-

. which entail synthesis: Content,in which ihe.child had tosynthesize different

drawings td make one story out of lilet, and Memory in which on performance

is` facilitated by clunking Pie items through categorizing them

. .

- ii
,

LE accounts for variancelonsthe Detail & Concept test ,iff both groups, but

Tors so (p < ,05) in the low ltSgreUp% Also the test of Ip'ies;,in which.

superordinate concepts are to be inferr cLand integrated, is accdunted ibr by

wmore Of its variance (p < .05) in
.

..

46.

'ILE in b h group's. However, LE account

e middle class group.

$

r

It is important tonOte, in this condection, that aboutighalfthe tefts
.. 4;. , \I-

measured in #ne way%or another, 'abilities of synthesis'. Thus, the fact that LE
-,

related to fewer s!kills'in the older middle class group,is noti4:artifact of the

4 7 ---1/
..

ti

battery.

In gene5il thet, Literate Exposure di

,mastery of bental,skills in the American sam

ear to,be relited_to the
.10

411, was reiated to a number of

skills;-in the.israell sample, to a largkr.extent7in the yopnger and disadvantaged, .e
064 and to aiesser;extent in ttle

to this is the finding that mhereas

younger and less advantaged group, i

older and more advantapd

older and more adavantaged gibup, Related

LE isirelated to Skills of analysis in the

t is relatedetts6 skills of synthesis inthe:

...-

Next we
:

tAn to a comparison between the mean testteores, of the groups,,
.

It was our hypothesis`that thbse who are more heavily exposed to TV will al, o.

have b ;tter mastery of expecrelevant mental skills. We
,. ..

the Aeri
.

;aMi3le,dd
`.t to (alledged). heavier exposure to-TV tp shoW better skill ma

.
,

/

an

tery
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,

thAn the Israeki'samplee However; as me have discoveiedko our surprise,

was the Israei fourth-grade sample which was signi?icantly more exposedto:
al

/*
TV than its parallel., In the sixth -grade we found the Atherican And IsrO_el

smples -to be equally exposed to TV. Thus; our hypothesis be changed:

Israelis should have better mastery of,the skills related t E than the American

.. parallel groups. ,

.
. *-- ..,.

.

4.. Table'13 presents the means and standard deviations of all the tests in .
- .

the,two AmericAn,and the two (middle class) Israeli age groups.
., .

.." ,

, Table 13: Test Means and Standard'Deviations of the
. American and Israeli Middle-Class Age-Groups

4

Groups

Test

Fourth Grade
Isr,Aeli American
(N=97) . (N=87)

IR

Point's o ew 2.08 1.32 .80

:ri-Oes
, 8.00 6.70 7.27
/

Cbntent -. , 14.69s 6.17 11.26
,,

Sixth Grade
Israeli

(N=101)

1.22 1.48 2.62 1.19'

4.95 .82 11.25 6.65

**.
3.88 .4,41 12:51 8.30

.

.0 **
Detail & Condept,c 3.60 1.44 2.91 lie 3.29 4.00 1.3 '3

Ameridan
,.,(N=70)

R"

2.76 1.55 -.69

9.55 5.88 -1.72
. .

14.05 4.56 i-1.41

36 5.44.,2.83 1%
i

. ir
Closing-Gaps (Verbal) 4.08 2:07 4.20 2.71 -.33 6/4 me.42 -6.34 2.94. ,22
. .

(-**Memory .23 7%31 22.94 8.21 3.59* 32.61 11.86, 25.92 6.83 4.16

.
,

*'Interrupted Series , 3.82 ,1.12 3.02 1.45 4.01 4%141 .83 3.48, 1.37 ,JIIIr

as_

4 .
* . *Stories.

_ 4.47 1.00 1:87 1.15' '3.60' , 4.73 .71' 4.18 .-' *.97 4.2'3,

** 1
tlosing-Gaps:.-(Visual) 4.67 2.29 5.48 -2.5r :2.15 6.27 2 6,41 2.06 -.37 -

.** , * ,Detail & Whole 6.70 2.15 7.75 1.89 -3.33 8.41, 105
I ,..

8.. 11.31 -.08
0

i '

'Pairs. 6.04 3.40 6.83 2.95 -1.58 10.05 2t71 9.4.31 2.63 -, '.60

1.37: :25: 2.53 '.1.32 2.79,
'

1,13 * -1.31
Space IP

, \1.68 '1.33 1.62
0

Series 7.08 \3..46 8.12 3$91 -1.9g*, ...S,c62. 2.65 9,85 Z.24, -.57,I.
k I. I I

.. '11 r. I'
O.

\*)<p < .05
** .p < .01
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As it can be seen in Table 13, there were a number of significant
) s

differences betWeen the mean scores of the different %roups, The Israeli

fourth-grade group achie%7-higher scores than'the American groupson Content,

Detail & Concept, Memory, Interrupted-Series and Stories, While the American

fourth-grade ifoulgerformed better than'the Israeli on Qetail & Whole and

Series. Similar, tough fewer, differences can be 'found when the two sixth

grade grOups are Compared:

- These comparisons would bf valid if the two national samples were identical

on all other (background) variables as tif have expCcted them tribe. However,

- they-were not (see Table 7). The Israeli,sample appeare941 Come from asomewhat

more favorable background, which could account for most of the differences

between test scores. This, then, called for the partialling out of those initial

background differences which were related tc(skill-mastery.differences We used

Mr metbads,..through which,relevant, variables were "neutralized"; The variable of

"country" 'Was entered as the last. predictor. .

-As it,c(in'.beseen in Table_14, most of the differencesbetween the Ampricair

-../ 'and groupgHb'served earlier, disappeared as a result ofthe...

=cOvarl'anee4ilethod uSed Still, the variable "country" "accounted.for significant'
6*.

diOerences;;In'fayOr of thejsraOTNOurth-grade group on 'three tests - Content,
.

Interruptt4,-Series and Series In other words, once "equallized" on.all.relevant
. ,

.

, , ,

background variables, the. samples still differ/lid on t1 e three tests. It will

- s be noted, that Literai'd EXposure accounted for'significant portions of variance
_,-. i. '

Od

Of two
.

oiil of these- thie.:tests (Content 's.: 5.12%, p < .( 15;111Series - 6.34%,

- p < ,01). It thus agars that .24% the tests for whose variance LE accounted

0

agificantly, tbe grouwIth higher LE also-achieved higher ;kill-mastery

storks This.seems eb be the Valet with
r

hi,gher,mean"score achieved on i1t by.the

associated with.differencp; of LE and mu

factors.'

one exception - Interrupted-Series, The

IsraelifOurth-grade sample was not

st therefore, be due to otheif,,uAnown,

..
. . -

. . .

"iiiA lt:.hq,siitgrade_sampLe one can obse

.

a-verY simaJar.paAtprn. Once
.

i,. L - 1 I

differences due to backgrouhd fteiables mere-partialled-otit, lly ihTee.significant
.

, t-,

difference lue to nationality remiirfed: a the. sts'.of Detail & Concept, Closing- .'

, ,Gaps (Verbal) and Memory. All significant diffe nces were in,favor of the Israeli
%

'- --......./-' . ,

A

ino

sample
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T b1e 14: Amounts sk ill variance accounted for by
thenifference.of country in both age groups

- 65' -

Fourth\ Grade,

Groups

Tests

Background 'a Country

ER2 (,` +R2

yoihft of View

Title&

Content

Detail and
'Concept

,Stories

12.78%

19.5;

13.55.

.16.11 .,,

,.31.2
...,

-.

.

0.57t

0.14

3.38

0,19
, A
Ar9.01

Pairs

Space

'Interrupted
. Series

Closing-Gaps
(Verbal)

Closing-Gaps
(Vigual)

Detail and
Whole

. Series

Memory

Fl

0.81

0.22

Sixth Grade -

Backkiound Country .

. ER2 42.

13.30%

.9.35

0.361% .,

6.414 '0.47

6.38*( 1.21 2.6,. '24.91
,'

0..28 14.70 -, : 4:95 6.41*
, . .

.' ao. .

...01.01 ., 12:44 L36. 1,63,
.

e7.
.

26.15 0.00 ..,0.0'0 13.71, 0.51 ,0162

,
. .

i..

0%22 -r .17. 6 0.87 1.128.8.1 ." 0 . 16

16.99-
',,

.14.01

. .

3.80

-Al'

.1.42

24.54 1.61

22.51 0.01

24.69. 43.2.8

0.19

5.91* 18.41 0.92 1.19

. '
, 2.06 14 '.53

2,21 . 14.54

0.02
.

5.59*

0.28

40
4,34 -5.56*

,

0.13 0.16

4.48"
f'

1:15 1.27 .

16.7%. . 1 . R 2.31

,18:43 4.11 6.21*

1

,
+ow

Ir

:. ,
k 0°' .,.

..'
,,

.

F ratios associated- with ,

the'removal of variance due to the vatiable "country". .

* < .95

t

-

72
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. .

It will be'recalled that although the Americah and Israeli sixth-grade

samples were-not found to differ in amount Of Literate Bkposiire, LE significantly

accounted for 9.87% (p < .01) of.the variance of Memory, and 3 '.18% (.10 '> p < .05)
.. ;

. on Detail and Concept in the Israeli sixth-grade group. These are
t
also tw4of

. .

the three testson which the Israeli sample received significantly higher scores.
-...,

The only exception was-the test'of Closing-Gaps (Verbal] to which LE was not

related and yet the two samples d'.ifferred/on it.
4

.

. iI
,

The comparisons between eountries/, seParatefYfor each age-groUp, tend to

support 0:110.T hypothesis: when other things are made equai by -statisitical.means;

.....- more LE is associated with better skill mastery, or ,:"frig is the Case in the sixth=
I

. .
. .

grade spripil.e,' the' iroulij in which is elated to skill mastery also achieves

t higher iscores on the same mastery test a..

, -

Last, we turn to a comparison between the two'Israeli samples - the Middle

, and lower class groups. We did not expect them tociiffer on LE (indeed, they did

( not) , but did expect them to differ. less than'uS'ually obsetved,ion.thoso skills

l ----/.
,. ., .

.

which were ,relatedl to LE only in the lowSEg group. .Similaely, differences
, .

4 betweeD the groups were e-dxpecied Lo be iarger,WKere'LE acc ounts for skill-mastery .

.:.. ,
.

vaxiance_pnly in the middle class group. _ 4
t

- --1'Vr".... fi
? Table 15 presentsthe meard4:01-5t--Intlard of the Israeli groups. t

A5 it ian be se , both middle claii gfoups consistently aChieire 'significantly' '

*

.A higher scares; only the test of Titles as. 'an exception .. The differences between ,

the groups are rather.targe across the board., Neither are.the-dWere4nces

-

4

4. .iisibly smaller on tests thelariance of which, LA Was fould.tb,acoount ii the

lower SAS group,(e.g,Visu'al). Nor are.ftthe differences' sysrematicely largb'
,

k, . . .

on tests, the varianceOftwhich LE was found.to account for in'only the middle

- .. A.
. 6

116

.. A11/'

.
claiS.Je4 Mellioty). :

, ,...

.

% .-
3

.. . 'Ma additional analyses were performed.., first, we examined the. poportiori

of difference's betweenthe means on Bach test to the respective stapdard .

IIIML A-

a deviationsj7' The proportions differred from-test'taltest, but in 'noway could
. A% .

A
we find systematic pattern of th9 'expected kind. ,SbCoiid, we examined the amount

11.

17
For each test firs i pooled variance was computed and 'then = its:pooled.

,

standard deviation.

/
a

1.,

7a
.0

4.

A

.
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.
Table 15: Test Means and'StandarC1 Deviations of the

.two Israeli SES groups, by ,Age
'

.

Groups

Tests

Points. of. Leh
.

t lit
Tit ,1

Content.
.

Concept

lip

ClosinT-Caps (Verbal)

Memory'

Fourth Grade '.
Low SES -Middle Class
0=153) '(N =97)

- s ' s I

.

Sixth Grade

(ow SES Middle Class
`(N-111), (N-110;

)1

1.2] :1.ositif .oa 1-.32 - 1.57 1.06,--, 62 1.19 '-6 91%

8.26 6:00 8.00 4.70 14,32 10. 7 2 6.52 11.25 .b 65 . -0,5
,-..-.., ...

11.23 6cS9 ''.14-.69 6.17 -.4.2",V" 8 -.V4 ".& 75 :''/251 , 8 30.. -3-24
1

7
. , ,. ,

.''

.602 , 1.43 3.60 1.44 4,"!00 3.06 1.30 '4 00- 1 33. -5 06
. . **

2.69 1,92 4.08 2.0-,) -5..!2 44,45 2.40' g 43 2'.42 -7,21
----

22.,01 6.55 27.23 7.31 -5.70 *26.75 8 30 32.61 i I 85 -4.22
*

2 22 1.40. 5.82 I 12 -9.16. 2:96 1.46 4 14. 0.83
Interrupt.eu S'eries

. I . '
1/4 '''

.

3.215 1..30 , 4.47 1.00 -7.36 E1 19 1 11 '4.73 ....0 71 -4.20.

Cloging-uaps (yisuall S.06 : 2 11 4.67 4 <.ts --.4$ - 4 37 2 36- 6 27 2 41 -5 85
)

i
.

** **Det*I1 ,, whole 5,62 2.17 6.70 ' 2.15 ,-3.66 6.78 2.05. 8.40 1..55 -6 '54
..
$ *

, .**Pairs 4.'98 3.23 6.04' 3.4a s -2.35- , 6.34. 3.3D *10.05. 2.71 -9,02,

Storle,

Space: 0.83- 1.04 1.68 1.33 -5.39
*

1.38. 1.31 .2.53 .1,32 "=.6.44,*

Seiles 4.2"4.38 '2.84 7.08 3.4¢ -6.4,91,, 6.19 3.2$ .9.62 2.85 48

k*
**

. 1

. . 7
a Y.

,
.

0 .
. i f P...^

I

p .05
.

,
.

:

4' ** p < .01. .
.. , .

,.

0.
4,

A
',,

,,. .
it
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of each test'svariance accounted for by SES differences. Again, no systematic
,

differences between the tests, af the kind we have expected, were found. .

.16
It thus-appears that our hypothesis pertaining to changes in the gaps

between the skill-mastery levers of the two,social classes, due to the contrib-
.

ution of exposure'to TV; A not supported by the data.

ilk

Discussion
4

.

The purpose of the cross - cultural study was to tis17the hypothesis that
. -.

Ot
tne codes of a mediums in our case - TV, cultivate the mastery of mental skills

when expOsed to under normal,"natural" conditions. Support of this hypothesis
. ,-: . .

would allQw us to ,capclude that the codes of a medium cannot on be made to

affect rc,

teleVi

r.

0 qut also to affect cognitive skills under normal conditions
' 0

(Totest' this hypothesis we selected two middle class samples - one of
;4;,

A supposedly high TV Viewers (U.S.A.) and one of supposedly low viewers (Israel).

,These two samplesAere,e5cpected to resemble each. other except for the average

amount of exposure to TV. To these,' a third sample, of low SES Israeli Children

was4added. This sample was expected-to be,indetical to the Israeli middle class

sample in amount of exposure to TV but tb differ in skill mastery.
-_

It was: that -

a) EXposure to TV (defined.as Literate Exposure), with other things being
,- .

,

.equal, would Correlate with mastery of the relevant mental skills.

a b0 Such csirrelatitns would be higher among younger children. t
. .,'

.

c) 'A'group with beavier 'exposure to TV, other thin* being. equal, would also

show -betters mastery, of the relevant mental skills than the group with less

exposure.
.

F

dl Groups witty the, same ambuni,of exposlire to'TV", bUt,Of different SES (the

Israeli,middle and lower class groups), would be less different on the

TV-relevant skillsy .thanittOilfher skills.

Our findings tended to
)

support-our first and

found to account.tOr ionificant (though never very

varibece in the Israeli, .but not in the AMerican sa

40

second hypotheses. LE was:

large) portions of skill

le.- Within the praeli

4
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sample, LE accounted for the variance of more tests in the younger, low SES

grOup, than in the older middle.class One.

LE accounted also for skill-mastery variances inthe middle cla;s group,

. However, there was' a rather clear distinction between the skills for the

- variance of wh'ich.LE acco unted for in the low class (analytic skills) and in

the middle class '(skills of synthesis). This finding is strikingly similar to

the one reported in Salomon's (1974c) Sesame Street study. Using the crossed-

lagged correlation technique with panel data it was possible to show in that

study that improvement in analyitic skills due to TV exposure preceded/in time

im!Jrovements taking place in skills of synthesis

'There were, however, also skills which were not found to be related to

L These were the tests of Points-of-View, Titles, fererupted-Series aud

. Closing-Gaps (Verbal), The first three of these four tests were not used

in our .Study I, and hence we do not really know how relevant the skills

Measured these tests are to the handling of television codes and formats.

Only the test of-Closing-Gaps (Verbal) was used in .study 1, where ,it was found

to covelatA with the extraction of general knowledge when the codes of logical ,

gaps and close-ups were encountered. tt may be quite possible that the tests

of Points-of-View, i'itles and Interrupt'ad-Series do not correlate with LE at atl,
.

simply berauSe they measure skills which are riot called for when IV codes an.:

( frmats are encountered. However, this does not account for the Closing-Gaps
r

(Werba,1) test which, was found to measure afeleyant skill.
r *

4
The most .reasonable explanation :seems ko,be that this test measures an

entirely, verbal skill, unlike its parallel test of Closing'-Gaps (Visual) (the

two tests intercorrelate .40 to. .50). ThA is quite clearly shown in the factor

analysis'of the.test'item's (see Table S),.. It'is-apparently, the rase blot vr.'.-,a1

rearrOngement of a visual sequence i,s'not often called for, under "natural"

conditions of televiewing, unlessone is required to perform such a task.

Indeed; this test correlated in4rS udy I onlyWith,general khowledge acvulsition"

which was measure0 by a sequence rearrangement test. c

Our third hypothesis was gelferally supported. When background variables

were partialled out, the faurth-grade group with mdre LE (Israel,-6as we have

found to our surprise) also. achieved higher'scores on precisely the same tests

7G
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whose variances were accounted for by LE. In sixth-grade, a very similar

pattern, emerged. Thus, it can be concluded that more LE is associated with

better skill- mastery scores.

Our last, hypothesis pertfining to a smaller or larger- than - usual'

difference between the low and middle class,groups,on skil,ltests the

variances of thidh LE'significantly accounted for, was not supported. Thus,

even if more LE is associated with better skill mastery, it has no measurable

effect on the usually-found differences between the two SES samples.

Our findings raise a number of questiens the answers to whichbear

directly upon the interpretationof the data. Lei us start with the unexpected

finding that LE was not associated with any test of skill-mastery in the

American sample It could be argued that the different contributions of LE to

skills in the two national groups were due to dissimilarities between the

Israeli and American' versions of the tests and.questionnaires. However, this

explanation seems to,be implausible as no eyidence was found to show that any

one of the !generally identical) tests or questionnaires had psychometric-

properties which differroed from country to country. Nor were the testing

5priditions any different

There were, of course, other differences between the American and

Israeli samples indicating that, the latter came from a somewhat more advantaged.

background. *howing, however, the general background of the American sample to

be that of middle class, We Could statistically equate. the two samples. Indeed,

nearly all of the unexpected differences between them disappeared as a result

of uging MR-4thods. Thus, the background differences between the two samples

also do not explain the finding that,LE was totally unrelated to skill-mastery

in the American sample.
1

It will be noted that our major independent variable was amount of LE.

May it not be that regardless of different or similar amounts of LB in the two

countries, that the qualitative nature of exposure to TV differs from one

cultural' surrounding to another? Consider for instance the fait that the

American child selects a TV program from amongst several alternatives, whereas

the Israeli child has but one channel to view. Ernst Rothkopf (private

comMunication)'has.observed American children to be frequently busy changing

77
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channels, while far less frequently sitting through-a whole program. In the

face of a great chpice frequent serection and shifting may clearly interfere

with'literate exposure, producing not only rel ive low LE scores but also

a different kind of televiewing.
41or

Our data bear on this point. As it will be recalled, on of the

Exposure measures employed was the children's self reported amo t of tele-

viewing on the preceding day. This measure accounted negatively for up to

8.5% of Ocill-mastery variances in the American s'pie, and forno variance

at all in the Isrieli-sample. Although it. is difficult to-interpret this

finding, -it becomes quite eviderse That the qualitative nature ofgteleviewing

in a television- experienced ''country slich.as the U.S., differs from that of a

television-newcomer such as Israel. We will return to this issue in our

Concluding chapter.

Another, even more important issue, concerns the directional interpre-

tation,of our findings. 'We have reasoned that- the examination of the unet'!'

_Amount of skill-mastery variance accounted for by LE would tell us how strongly

exposure and mastery are related, and, that mean differences would tell us the

direction'of that relationship. Indeed, it was found that where LE accounted

for more mastery variance, mean mastery scores were also higher. Still, such

findings,coOd be interpreted in two ways. As deduced from our theory, LE

cultivates the mastery of specific mental skills, thus - more LE leads to

better skil -mastery. 'Alternatively, mastery of specific mental skills Could.
be a neces condition for literate consumption of television, and hence

better mastery would lead to more LE. Formulating this dilemma in terms.

analogous to a similar question in psycholinguistics, we would label the first

interpretation as the hypothesis about.the symbolic code input, and the second

as the cognitive determinism hypothesis (Schlesinger, 1977a). The former

hypothesiS would assert that the child's mastery of'the mental skills under

investigation is determined, at least in part, by hiS experience with ethe codes

of IV. The latter (cognitive determiniSm hypothesis).AWould assert that the

child's mastery of the skills is determined by his cognitive development.

There is no firm and'unequivocal answer to this dilemma in the

psycholtnguistic literature. But there is good reasonto believe that the two

hypotheses pertain to different linguistic abilities and to different levels

78 .
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Our findings tend to sutpyt the hypothesis about the symbolic code

fkput (i.e. that LE leads to better mastery), although not unequivocally. As

it was shown in Table 14, mean differences on the mastery tests between

- 72 -

of development (see the experiments on the effects-of linguistic inpUts on

ervation and seriation, by Sinclair-de Swart:, 1967, and a more recent

theoretical account by Schlesinger, 1977a,b).

Ame

to t

secires of t

eli same-age children, were limited, in four-out of six cases,

o.whose variances LE accounted for significantly. The mastery

roups.did not differ on any'of the other ten tests,. According

to the cognitive determinism hypothesis a group with a better mastery on all

tests would also be found-to have higher LE scores. However, since the groups

differred nearly exclusively on only those tests which were related to LE,

one may wonder why the Israeli groups excelled precisely on those tests, and

not on the others. It is therefore warranted to conclude that LE, other things

being equal, led to better mastery of specific mental-skills, rather than

vice versa.

Still', the extent of the cultivating effect of LE on the mastery of those

skirls is relatively small (far aller than what was found in our controlled
(

experiments), suggesting that exposure
I

to TV is far from being the sole or even

major cultivator of the Skills. Moreover,,js we will show in our concluding

chapter, there may be a two-way, rather than one-way relationship between LE and

the skills. Younger and less cognitively developed children are IV strongly

affected by TV Codes which apparently supplant mental skills of analysis. These

codes which are relatively new to them, are being imitated and internalized as

well as decoded in the serwice ofknowledge axtraction. Hence the cultivating

effects of the codes. Older and 'cognitively better developed children are still

affected by codes which call upop skills of synthesis, butiby.and large, they

are capable of utilizing the better mastery of skills which theralready possess,

to handle the,coded messages. Ih other words, LE affects the mastery of mental

skills, in concert with numerous other agents, only up to a limit, whereupon

these already mastered skills begin to faeilitate.LE.

Last, it is interesting to examine the nature of those skills Which are

affected by literate exposure to TV.' As we have noticed already, younger and

4t-
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.low SES children appear to be more stongly affected in the area of analytic

skills, whereas older, middle class ones are more affected in-the area of

skills of synthesis. The skills most, strongly affected among the former,
ir

were imagery (tht test of Pairs) and visual rearrangement (Closing-Gaps-Visual).

, We entertained two alternative hypotheses concerning the possible effects

on imagery. If TV supplants images it could increase onevS dependency on the

external-supply of ready-made images. Alternatively, if imitation and internal-
. .

ization are involved, one could learn how to better produce images for himself,

'Since LE was found by us to facilitate, rather than debilitate children's

imagery, it becomes justified to accept the'latter'hypothesis, namely - that

the overt supplantation of images by TV further develops one's.skill of.imagery.

,LE apparently has a similar effect on one'.s ability to logically rearrange
.

.

visual sequencei.. TV programs do nofusually call upon one's skill of rearrange-

ment. They usually provide a ready-made sequence which one can, and possibly

does,_reconstruct in his memory later on. TV supplants that process by sequencing

the, events for the viewer! Imitating the ready-made model, the child can then

perform similar activities of sequencing on his own. Again, supplanting such a

process appears to somewhat improve skill mastery. As ineaTlier studies, the.

present one also shows that improvements 'due to supplantat4on-take place mainly

among younger and less advantaged children.
vo.

Amongst the skills of synthesis, Series-Completion and Visual Memory were

the oies most affected by LE. Only middle class children showed. such effects.,

It may be argued that at least the skill of memory is called upon by TV rather
. -

than supplanted'. TV doet not provide reedy-made "memories"; oue has to call

upon his memory to better comprehend a seq4ence. The`fact that a skill whi4

called upon is being cultivvred only in older and generally more intelligent

children is in full agreement with prev.ous findings.

We may tier} b fly summarize'the major findings of Study as follows:

a) Literate exposu e had

-- specific menta skills

1, yet measureable'effects on the mastery,of

A
b) Such effe is re found only among -Israeli but not among American child;en.

7
Tbe reason may be due-to differences in the qualitative natu e of televiewing

between Children (44.W-saturated and children of TV-poor env ronments.
, .
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Younger and 'lower SES,children

ofderimiddle class ones.

Younger, and lower SES chi

skills which axe overtly

are. more affected in skil

I-

.

.

1

ad .4 affected by, iterate exposure-than

A

ldren are more affected ix the area of analytic

supplanted by TV; --Older, middle class children

is of synthesis which are 'c led upon.

'4 .

I

.

%a.
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5. MEDIA AND COGNITION - REVOITED

7

Now that three years of study on the cognitive effects ofmedia 'arefaboutto be concluded, l8
we wonder what' do all our findings add up 'to? 'starting with

out-early experiments'on flimic supplantationthrough our Sesame Street study,
ond presently ending with the two recent studies, we can seechumerous commonalities, as well as inconsistent

findings. Could the propositions and theoretical"
formulations with which we have started (see Chapter l) account for them? As
it must have, become evident to the reader of this report, the inevitable answeris - no. Several of our findings were unexpected, some of our hypotheses-were-4> 44,

rejected, while others were systematically_

C

rted. A fresh look.a. our
assumptions.and theoretical formulations ishils clearly called for. The present
chapter is deioted to such an attempt, bearing in mind that our reviste&
formulationsarepartly stilletested hypotheses at best.

Revision of Assumptions

UndprlyIng our initial formulation wer, among a few others, three
assumptions' which we presently feel aught to be revised. The first assumlition
was that a cede, symbol or format has. specific mental countelpdits which, it
affects. A. stimulus which entails, for .instanae,Tolltive

properties,atouses-;',

uncertainty4(8erlyne, 1965)4 a passive negative sentence activates-specific !
Processes of-transformation (ChomSky, 1965); and - by way of an Analogy r the .

.
- ,

, ,filmic formit.of, say,-fregmental space ,- calls: upon the skill of space
)$'reconstruction.

We have followed this assumption-further to a distinctiOn between a code,
or,format's effect and its effectiveness

(Salomon, 19741)). The "effect", we
argued, is what happens in one's mind upon encountering a particAlar code,or

18
The series of studies is not yet.really concluded as the results of_Ourschool wised experiment on active -encoding of messages into the filmiccodes are still '0 be analyzed._

. ,

4
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I

o , - "iv
The kind of mental prdtess activateglkatIhtfpoi,nt is, a function o

. _ i'
,the aides' properties as they interact with the person's7mental repertoire,

partic r, more ora les unitaryrmental *process: On; the other' hana, -"effective-
., ,

._ ness" terms of inpuctioniedepends oli. the Och betweep the Jactivated ,

mental process and the specifia. lisychoZogiCal requirement 4f the learn ing 114.

implying that in a hono eneous population a give4 code aught to ca.14.-for eitt

.
4.Fragmented space film, expected to arouse processes of spaial reconstructidn -

- . .
Ilk. ' -z

(tis. effect), will lead to more effettive learning only where such processes
_ . # ft,.

are Conductive to the attainment Of the-learningtask.', '1 '
....

This. aisumptiot can. be supported by_many prevfOus empiricp.1 findings; 4
. . . 9 ,. .

* .

, but now it appears to be inaccurate. # Mental rocesses are not (or at least._.
4 1r fr ^ .inftequently) activated -"aeomatically". Me taliprocesses which are activated

-,

'upon encounteritg a pa4icle; code yr format, whikh' serves as a me'ssage',vehiCle,
_

come, to serve a purpose. 'Ile purpose is More ofterethen not Owe extraction of --' .knowleclar from, the coded messaw. - However, there is ilever one and onik 'ono` kind
Or_of knowle o be, extracted from a coded message,..particularly when the message

has non-notational cbdes (Cardner, Howard t4 '1)erillis ;1, 13744. Nor are there
-.

predetermined levels or mours of knowledge' wfiich could potc4tially be extracted.- a `

It :follows, then, thi the cqde cannot be the' only factor which determines
..,

* (given a-atison, a specific mental makes p). Ithat mental process, i . e., effects,
; . . %

4.1 take places a . , -,. , e _...f
. Q

r 6 ; . .
°Warm 196-8) has shown In his slid), on The, relation'ships between ' 1.

O. . 1r3 A. p
.

L., ,complexity.of 'verbal statements anelevers of recalar that the kin rmtedf -transfo- -,. , v
ational_processes activatrillin.l.earzers depended not .only on gintence comPtexity
but alsiiii the instructions which the, leanerswere 'given. rn more general i

. . _ .

0

0
v terms, the kid of mcital protesS actiiated depends Three ,., ratlier than twi' -,

fittors : the nature of .the .code, the learner., s;menta.1 make up; and the, demand . ,
7.

. . , . .
. . ' *, ,' 4 . Ai* It

char ac't ef istit s' ofithe thsk.. Alb- latter -Ina, be subjectively perceilvedt as dwii en'

. no.tlear taskas pr cribed, or imposed' as .unden regular Instru6t-ion'alftor
P 1 , ,

exPerimental cond,itionsV-. . - .... .

- . -.1 . ..
-t r., This"ib,adequacy of. the. ori.gin31 xsuniptitn7can'be'observed in the

_

.

. r . .different patterns of correationsThetween skill:ma-stn.-rand knowledge acquisiti"on'st,3
. ,.. ,; , i .

in oUrlitildy I. Not only: t patinerns (Yi...ff
-er as a fUnetion of the dominant ---

- .
,.. . .

...--

. . .
code' user in--each film-version, ut. ars° within each gindit. - at a function of N

us..

,

'..' ... .s

. -.. . ,

S

r

.

1
4

ti



the required,knoWledge-task.

.demand- characit eri st icr-Js of te
children Were affected by te

at we "lave found in 'Study II

V

A similar interaction between %odes and (petceivCd

leviewing may WelLiconnt fqr the fact that Israeli

leviewing while thetrAmericanparaliels were not,
. But-mbre% this later ortl->.

411.--

. .
,, .

e 0The secandfassumption which-we have made and needs to be revised concerns
igel41%.theationiihip between -code and mental process% Originally we have assumed

that Codes call for *some kind of mental activity with which tliey are handled, In
-de

effect,-it is a "Chomskian" assumption accordin *tt which Ales are analogous to,surface structures of sentences."'Codes, we havd claimed, impose particular-
modifications on the "raw-mes- sage", and therefore - in the serviceof'extrActing. .

..0b-
,

knowledge - need to lyd".'retrahsformed" i*a way analoms to the transfozmation
,

of surface structures into base structures.,

gliltf:Ot 1
, ft-

or difficult .

ak It - ,Although this may be, and probably,is the-case.when
o

new difficul
. t',

codes are 1mcountered,
it'heeenot always take place. Fodor. (1975) argues that7 ,

)

apArently happens is that gramMaticalela6ons
are computed only when

,
all else fails: There"exist.heuristic

procedures for sentence:recognItionwhich,
- s-,in effect,..ignore grammatical relations infernfer geSsages4directly froth lexi-qaU,

'../content..." (p. 167-168) . ,Olson and Filby (1972) provide evidence tirsuppq.i.t
the 'claim that "the compreh.ipsion of a passive,,sentence,does not necessarily.
involve the,recoVery of the :base structure equivllent to the active StritenCe*o4 /the base 8 7V-0 structure uSually. assumed to liderlie,%esentence

,

(p. 379) . jT are additional studies' to.&trenkthen this argument.

at this meansisl,hat
some compleK,structureS,Codes-and symbols are.

ngt always translated int:simpler ones. HA, then, doestne handle them?. ,

,SiMply stated,- by ,either ignarAnftkei qr by dealing witti theM as they are..0
e"Whereas the former way is possiblwIenever.the.code:is

not-sdlien ,ands plays,
possib& when the person, is

no critical role iir.themessage. thevlat.
.

'already,capable of thinking in termsl-of the c, - ..--___....

:tRfnks'sym ricall there islo iieltitable nee#,
0or struct into. their simpler -bases or c

e or complex structure ,When one

to "translat e" each cede, -synitol; .1"

eta referefltes, shou).d such exist
at al1.7:Aelthinkslalveadyl'interms'tif such"codeiN

.
. rt foilows that media codes cannot cultivate mental skills

to servetransformation", or'Aecoding of Codes) endlessly. At

. . 84
M

(hypothes4ed
. ).

some age the
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0 ot

it

-" -has alreadY learned to think in terms of the code and unless encountering new

ones; no skill cultivation takes place any ,more . We may argue therfore that,/

the Israeli middle class sixth - graders in our Study IF, were not affected by 4

TV codes and formats'which apparently affected analytic skilr-mas ry of low ,

SES fourth-graders, precisely forthfs reason. They have mastere the codes,

i.e., already use them in their thinking. They do not employ any skills to

"tzansformC the codes and hence no ,such stlls could be cultivated by the same
6

Codes any more.
.

,
, <

. 6
The third assumption we wish tii revise concerns the dual functiok of

. _

symbolic.codes. Following VygotskY,(196$), Berlyne (1965), Bruner (1964) and

othert, we assumed'that Codes can serve in a dual function, They are used as
.:

Message vehicles in communication as well as representational vehieles in-
,

-,

w

thinking. On the basis of tde assumption that language

in a representational capacity, Al derived the hypothes

be internalized0
likewise an.d-serve_a "meial_tools",ap

is internalized to serve

is that media codes could

fashion.

. this, of course is*disputed assumption, in psycholinguistics. Olson
.

:(1970) maintained that not the language is internalized 'hut rather the new. 0
9 p

informatics which encountering it provides.: _Fodor (1975) is very'critical.of

the'assumptiOn about he internalization of language, Claiing that the

language vf thought ("mentalese") is,innaeo. , Neither-words nom' images are the,

components of ihit4nguage of thinking, which goes On at deeper levels.
.

(

0 'We do not wish to=enter thi
.. .

r,..esearch only partly. When ,we ha e hypothtsiz,ed that acode can be' internalized'

to serve as a mental skill, we ,did hot pose, to -examine whatmental "tools 'the
. ,

chilitis equipped with to enable, that internalization. But then we have found
, .

in our earlier experiments (Salolpn, 1974a) that the children with even the
(

t

- -lowest levels of skill- mastery, had some initial mastery. If May have come from

. . , * ,prior encounters with film and TV but it may have-been developed through other

means as- welli One is reminded in !iis context of the study by Elkind-'11969) in

los which it wasfound that even children with no experience with figural represent -

dispute,, particUlaily as it bears upon our

atiogg' showed at a, -later age
t

normal levels of spatial skill mastery.
..

' c

(
.

.

If a' skill is demanded by one's ultute its development is bound Ito b .

.

re' reed whether encountering the code-to:-be-intealid takes place or no .rn ze
s. - ,,,,

1. , . tf

85 --
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No wonder therefofe that e)tposure to TV, had only;small effects en skill-maitery

(Study .-14ternalizatigna
"of-a code facilitates the'development of a skill

but does not determine in an all-Or-none fashion. The question;is thus not

whether codes ate fhe sole base foromental skills, but rather,whether they tan'

be internalized-and thus facilitate the development of a skill which is already,

e,

mastered to some extent'. Even Fodor; (1975) qualifies his general argument by
.stating that :

.6,

Oft. 7

it might be admitted that'the initial.compuiationi
, .

-,-involvedvin first language learning cannot theRselves be run in

the langda e being learned,-it cpuld,nevertheles still be claimed

that, a fo ;hold in the language having-onde been gained, the

;child then proceeds by extrapolating his boot straps: The fragment

of'the language fir
/
st internalized is itself somehow essentially

employed tb'learn the part that'll left. This process eventually *

,

leads to the construction of,a-represebtational 'system more

elaborate than the one -the child started with, and this richer

system mediates the having of thoughts .the child could not

-otherwise have entertaine d'" (pc-, 83) .

Schlesiniex (1977b) sugge6POla distinction" betweel lingUistic thinking
w

(mediated'by semantic structures and subject ti the categoilization imposed by

language) and-hoh-linguistic thinking (associated with immediate, uncategorited

experiencej."*Jhe preverbal child has only non-ling4stictthinking available but
. -p

out of
4
his int Lion with'the world of languag6, forms the linguistic thinking.

*
UltimatelyA but, not initially, "we,'comPUte' our thoughts in thosestructures

Which serve us Pn'theproduction.and comprehension of Speech'4.. And backiWe'are
,

at the dual functiinn of codes.
-

The,codes and. formats of the media can certainly not be regarded,4s "raw"
. 4

experience to be handled .Kith non*ingtistic think-Ing. Cross cultural compai,'. .

isons Of med0-literacy clearly attest to that. The interpretation of media A

codes needs to be,mapped upon already eXisting conceptsr'moStly la4luagebased..

Hox could'a child handle a code suel+as fragMented spaces in film, or -

-- .

isomorphism in maPs without being able to bring to.bear on them already existing
-

..

I
. concepts of space,time, causality, and the like? .-- 4

, ,.-

4ftlitt

0 6

*
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. .

i
4

',...1.
The codes we-have,been-dealiftg withve more analogous to language

A , ',' J

- ,

..strUttures than tq .ulAtategorized experZepCe: ?Their internalization depends,

therefore, on the existence of2rprior!st*uctUr9 wfiethey innate,'ag Fod4i

would have it', or exPeripence-based; as,Schlesinger would maintain.-
ii4 4 .

We thus end up"maiIftinging
.
that media codes do serve a dual "function,

e 7- .y.. . . , r ,.,'

:and that they can be internalized' to serve .as mental skills, but qualify this

assertiipn by arguing that this follows p r_ acquisition -)f mental structures,
1.9

rather than precedes them:
.

Ina sens, 'the internalization of codes is super- . ,

imposeon such existing structures.
A

4.

Revision of the Theory: A-Developmental View
1,

.

Let us now turn to.adeneral overview of the-effects of media-languages

on the mastery of mental skills;

The whole series of studies thiS far has covered the age range from six

to elevemyeari. A stri g developmental pattern. emerges: Preschoolers are not

.affected'by the odes of 1 but at the age of. seven -eight years children are

quite strongly affected, Irowe class children mainly in the area of visual-analysis

and middle class children mainly p the area of thegit. Overall, however;

the' latter are much more strongly ffected.th. former% (Salomon, 1974C).--
. .

. Then, at age nine,qower class children are more affected, Again - mainly
* _-

in areas of analysis,tille-midche class'ones, who are now generally less.

,, affected, show effeCts in the area of synthesis. At age ereven', middle clas'At
.

children are hardly affected at all whereas lowei class ones are still affected, ,

but-now in the area of synthesis. 1n. addition, we have systematically found

-that whereas,smaller and less eVintaged Children are affected mainly by codes

which supplant mental skills, more advantaged,ones are more affected.by codes

which call-upon their skills. Finally, when. raw mastery scores are comparedf

a fa liar.pattern emerges, namely, that!lower.class children perfOrm at a level

1 'which about two years behind that,of.Middle clais.olps (Sudy II).

e

19
ThesestruCtureS need not be only language-based.iImagery, of 414 kirk
studied by Piaget (1962) may serve as well. See, Schlesinger 101/7

=.

110
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1
The developmental pattern 'just describ5d is very muth i line with that

obServed by Gardnet and his associa
.

(Gardnerand,Gardner, i 1; Gardner,
l'972; 1973) in their studies'of style sensitivity:

to have a very strong""subjectmIttli" orientation

no eilsitivity.id style (or' what mhy be called the

Seyen to ten year olders onthe,othet hand, showed

They have found .preschoolers
, .

towards works of art, with
. ,

symbolic elements of the works

Much sensiotiv.ity;t.o'style and
_

111. /-- ,could .therefore be -trained* to grouPworks of_ari atong stylistiC lines. Finally, 'I
'.,

adolescents imposedtheit alreadyexisling ma:Ilry of abstract categorization
, _-

.

. .. . ,

on the works, thusexlcibitipi"i;poveAshea'access
tg the richnes"s and repleteness

df artistic works" ''

F., .r. 1 . .'-e age differences' in What concerns susceptibility to the impactsof TV,
.

.
.

.

)

* ,

11[ : codes fou by us', as well as those found-by Gardner in relation to style:

.sensitisiAtr, can sefve as a basis' for,the understanding of Sow media modes affect
cognitioqi. The young presclidoler IS. very much oriented t'dwarl'the salient

, . -

visible figural: content of d message (notational` and non-npiational alikt), ,lames 1_-.
1.

.
Thurbentithelate AmdA.scan humorist describes in pne.of his writings (Thu er

* :. .
and Sauer's, 1970) how, as,a.young thild,.heinterpreted-idioms 'in a plirely ,..

.

.
liferal way, failing to deal wfth their symbolfc.nature. One.may argue that' the4
child at that age extracts km:wilily from messages witeut bothering t o "break"

.

, codes. Not Yet being sufficient'in'Sitive
to,..,codes,and symbOls he does not feel..,

the mismatch between his skills and the demands of the codes-.

f. f t-. - It is only.latfr on,,aethe age Of seven that the more advahad children,

- ,'(usually of middle'classl sense thimismatchi, and bring their already available
rfskills to bear upon'thieencOuntred codes7 Becoming increasingly more "operational",

`44

is

.

thethe Piagetian sense,,entoun n ea cade whicOisnOw rather tieminding (inasmuch.
I :

, . .7 .as it is a carrier of critical information),
the child ithy be said to eicperienc-sa,

cystalliz4ng went.fFeldman, 1976) which leid"SAO _rapid -and drAltit shifts in
. , . .,

- -,

his mastery Of-mental skills. ..

. i
.. ... ,

.This is aPso the age at which reading is' mastered, Thus,.thechild begs' ,
,

I
,

o;move from a non-literAte stage, in which"meaning is asoribed'tp statementf.on,,
,

.
.:-,-

, . \the%basis of what he 'expet'ts, to,"amaiterate, stage in which,he regard9ythe
. L.,,,,,... .

. . . .
. .statements as a reality orl..theit'Own'tiohts. (.0150, 19tS) : Meaning for him, as

Olson describes it, becomes con ntionaliied as he begins,to, treat siatemepts'as
.

, 0 .

(

'e

,

, t *

'

j

8 8
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0 n

logical propositions, rather than 'aideseriptinns-Whch-.map upon his own -

expectations. He-thus has to handle the codes of the.messagiis.

'IctUt.how,doeS- he-do it? We do not, know whether he masters mentally.
. : .4

supplanting codes earlier than codes wthich call-upon amaitable'skiils, although

. this would be exPeftea. We do know, -however (see Study II) thaVet.that age,.

codes which overtly supplant mental skills have a stronger effect on skill

mastery than codes which'call upon skilli. Among low Sf. children thii is the ,

-case Aso at age nine. In other Words, codes which supplant A skillhavea

'better chairce to being effeCtil) in the" cultivation by 'virtue of

being assimilated, thropgh imitation and internalization ,into the child's

repertoire.

It could be argued that.ihe better (Inn vely developed child is more

affetted by supplanting codes.. Indeed,.at about age seven this is the case,,

as we have found in our Sesame Street study, For one thing, 'the child
. .

eIperldnCes a k-conger -mismatchbetween-his-atialIable...repertoire.and the

demands of the codes he encbunters. For anoth6r, he is already better cogni-

tively equipped to imitate code, internalize it andapplyit in hiS thinking .

. -

to new instances (Piaget,
0 .

a

Once internalized, the.code can be used in an'imitative way. But it is

not yet really mastered for fully comprehended, but for the child's- ability to

assign' the cOde°an'internal counterpart which is per4ps no more than an

,fhternar mirror-image of the code. Thus, the ethilAdan, for instance, perform
t'

mentalmplay-backs" 'of zoom-ins or slow-motions, and even apply then} to new '-
. . .

.

.insta es., but not yet reverse theit. Why should.that be needed? .As described',

tn Cher 2, he ,code imposes Testrictions on'the "rave's message, transforming
. . , -

) .,it into a message. Tb extract knowledge from it the child has to "correct"

0 ' for that transformation," k.e; to decode the message, in a fashionAssibly
.

ahalogous,fo'transforming a sentence'from surfaceto deep structure.

-
. t

20 :

. .

statement Would seem to cont. radixt4tarlier findings which show that kt ,

. ,Is'the child with poArer skill-masterY who is mode likely to 4.mitatea

supplapting-code. However,' It appears now-in hindsight that the children
with pre-experimentalbettermastery if the Skills, although ofii(he same
Age as,the bthers, wdlbsimply beyond, the stage of imitation and interna4-

.

izatlon, as it Will become clearer in.thefollowineseettons.

p /e. A

r.'

r

_.

V

.111

A

, 89.
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,* I

Imitating and 4nternalizing a code is not sufficient forthis prOcess

to take place. Olson (1970) maintains ;Oat updn performing an -act (mannually
a 4

or mentally) one encounters choice-points .from which he'has rto-choose., Th-ig

provides like bccasion for gaining new information from the,pkceptual

-which guides us in making the neces ary choices. Theactivity,(in our case;-,

the mental "play- back" of a suppla zing code)-is the means for encountering,

new alternatives for which new.inforvetion is needed. But repeating mentally
2

the "play-back" of the code would fail to provide the require\ d information,

which we campostulate,to li in the deep structure semantic representation of

fthe'ccided message, (e.-r, E. Clark, 1975). As Olson (1974h) observes, "the

skillful use of a symbolic sySteM involves the mastery of both its structure

and its rules of transformation". internalization qf a supplanting, code
, e

provides only the former.,

Hence, upon e countering a code,. Particularly the one which did notAsupplant a skill_ an ould not even be and internailizedthe_child_has
.

ts) "correct" for the transformations imposed by the code Oil the "raw" message..

He brings specific skills to bear upon the, coded message. These skills are

. - called upon by a code which.iS.tO be corrected for. This, of course, is done'
a. " 14 u

in the service of extracting knowledge from the coded message. The more salient,
4'

fhe'code and the more critical the.knowl dge it enthils,,flie more aie processes

of "correction" needed, Indeed,. this was-observed in our Study,I'where 4

4 I,

delliberate effort was made to manipulate 'codes in a way which rendered them

critical. , 4
--

, "Correcting" for the code's transfOrmations", that%ig"-'excoding it,

provides an oppoitunity folr, the employMent of specific'skill% which are
. .

iMmediatdly reinforded by the'sucCqsful extraction of knowtedge.. The skills
.

are-thus furthercultiyated. But note that this is possible only at a somewhat

later stage of*developme4t (age ninelland with'5etsber cognitively developed

children (in our Study II middle class ones).. 'Less develope ones (low,SES

children.) of the.;,same age are stil mere-affected by'Oodes'whi « supplant, .

... rather than call upon: a skill. . ,

) ,

' . ,..f However, the cultivation pf
t

mental skills by codes which call'upcn them

foi "correction" in the Service of'cnowledge,extrqction, doe's n t go,onl'endlessly,'

9 0
,
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Two factors converge to bring it -to a near. end, First, as we.have nOtedin

the beginning of this chapter, the-children mature and become tapable of:think-
,

-ing in terms of codes and symbols. They need no longer transform familiar

codes; Codes are now comprehended in terms of their surface structures, a

development which comes about age eleven, on the verge of. formal operations-

This is also the age at which style sensitivity begins to give way.to-amore

rigid application of -already existing abstract.categories (Gardner and, Gardner,

1 9 71). 1

Numerous televiewing studies repeatedly show that at that age amount of

viewingreaches its Beak (see summary by Liebext, Neale and Davidson; 1973).

At that age TV reaches alsOlthe peak of its influence in a humber"ofiveas

(e.g. Comstock, 1976), All this is very much in keeping_with the fact that' at'

that age children are capable of handling-TV's coded messages Hi terms of their

surface structures, without the need to decode them'any more.

.This does -not mean thatno skills being cultivated by codes, any more. '

FirSt, a youngster maystill encounter pew codes in media such as computers

(Tikhomjrov, 1974), elaborate maps or avant-garde films. This'is not Very .

likely to happen with regard to.TV as it islfresently used; ince its codes do

not deve?op in concert with the develoiCt of a.youngster' capabilities.

Second., as the youngster's abilities develop, so dd his knoWIecip extraction

expectations, Thus; cedes which earlier entailed na critical illeormation for

him now become a cognitive challenge.

It is importaht to note here that,the only skill-in which Middle class

eleven-year olders have improved as a result of fiterate exposure to TV4,(Stuciy

TI) is.vigual memory: This find1ng should not astonish us. As,TV messages

dO not,become increasing'complex, and as the youngster is now capable of

tealing.witkr them in terms of thvir, surface structures, he may turn to acquire
,

more of the information which, the medium offers. One of the characteristics

of tilt non-notational TV message is its tremendous syntac*cal densenesS

(Goodman, 1968), whiCh calls for the discriminal'ion'of.,relevant from irrelevant

information -.21 Since, hoivever, most other.codeglaye been mastered; the

,46.
)

.,.

21
-Thls measured by ouritest of Content, was indeed affected by

.

osure

in the fourth-grade middle Classioup of Israeli children.
rk

'
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eleven year older can now tiirn to handle that denseness by improving his
skill of "chunking" increasingly. large quantities of information tosbe kept
in memory, '

11 this 7s. also quite in keeping with our findings that as the children
grow whey are more'affected by codes which apparently call upon skills of
synthesis rather_than skill of analysis. As itllas been shown in another'

study (Salomon, 1974c), skills of analysis precede tho, of synthesis.
`

In sum, we postulate that the cognitive effects of media codes follow at
drvelopmental trend.' At preschool age, when the child is "subject- matter"

oriented, he feels np fted to handle codes. .By the age of seven he begins to
be both sensitive to codes as well as capable of imitating .and internalizing
those codes which overtly supplant mental skills: This already. leads to some
improved mastery of theskills, but is not a final step.' Having ,igicofporated
-the code into his,repertpire

oftskills,-hestill has to "correct" for the
modifiCationssimposed.by the ,code on the message. --"Correetrng" these modifi-
cations!in the service.ofex racting knowledge particular skills are employed
antritinfOrced, and\are,thereup n cultivated. This may go on until the age of .

'ten or eleven when the child_becomes capable of thinking in terms of familiar
codes, without the need to decode them into 'simpler entities any more.
further cultivation:Of mentalskills by codes Place at least under "natural"
conditiOns of'ekposUre to the media, except inca where novel or extremely 1.f t '
demanding codes'are encountered.

,Revision of the Theory.titA Cross-Cultural View

Keeping our revised ; theoretical formulations in mind, one may wonaer-why
, nothing of the developmental trend described above was observed in the American0

sample of Study.II.' '1

r

To answer this Auestion we will have to-go back to the beginning of thip
chapter where the WeracCion

code,'skillImmstery and demand character-
istics of the vewl'nutarsk4emm discussed. It was our claim that whereas codes'
call foreental skills, Aot'pmly as a functibn of.the code't nature and the
person's cognitive make -up, also as a function of what he perteives the task-,

oto be te.gf,Fodor, 1975}-: \\st
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Close examination,of dur cross-cultural*_data reveals that the-

qualitative nature (not necessarity quantity) of exposure to TV may have

differred in 'the two sampled countries. .We have obgerved, for instance, that

the AmeritaA children.have many more alternative piograms to choose from

compared with the Israeli,chiilren, and that 39% of the Americans have at lea

three TV receivers at home, whereas the Israeli's have, accross the board, but

one.

More importantly, though, the mothers of our American sample liked TV,

on the average:ignificantly less than their Israeli counterparts: 4 have

also found that the American children in fhe sample watch TV jointly with

parents or siblings.significaptly lesg'than their Israeli counterparts. The

latter dbservation is o particular interest n light of slime previous findings

of ours (Salomon, 1977) which show that the co-observation of TV by mother

andchild has a rather strong effect on both cognitive change as well as

'knowledge acquisitiori%
,:=6

All this seems to suggest that the Amdrican children in our Sample viewed

TV in a qualitatively different form than'the Israelichildren. Or to put it

in other terms, the demhnd characteristics of televiewine,by the 'American

differred from those of the Israe.1-i'ones.

There are no direct data to point to the direction or,nature,of this

cross-culturad difference. HOwever,.--qd may e
dr*

.Israeli children, due .O the novelty .14:1..he

and the mothers' general Support,litakeTV ter
..-

,p.ounterparts. There is at least sire

this contention? Although American f

fourth *racers, the amount of late_ ra

smaller: ji'here is nosing in the d

he po..s-sibidity that

absence of alternatives .

than their American

f data,to support
/

rdence

ers wat' more TV than Israeli

ure ethefbrmer is signkficalitly

a to suggest why this should be the case.
.

'Even if we entertain the possibilitiof limited channel capacity inthe
A ., . ' , * A

. ,.

literate consuffiption ofTV, there is no :reasot to expect the channelvf:Ameritan

children tobe more limited than that of the Israelis.

t The only pladsible hypothesis we'have to account for this' finding, and

which ds in'kelping with the other differences in if-i6wing patterns, is that the,

American children define 4r themselvesth*e taskof televiewing to be leas

9'3
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demanding. Hence, in spite of more time spent at the TV _set, their literat

consumption-is smaller. To the test of our knowledge there i5 np additional

evidence to br).ng beal- upon this hypothesis, .as thl's-question hasnot been .

w, raised by TV researchers.

This Hypothesis implies , in effect, that the demand characteristics#

of televiewing, as perceived by our Amei ican fourth graders, called fof far

less elaborate handling of the critical TV codes. -(As the mean Masiiry scores40
were similar in the two groups, except for where exposure was directly related

to skill-mastery., it-would be unreasonable to argue that the Arabi-lean fourth
A. . r

graders have mastered the codes already.) Indeed, in those skill areas where.
I

literate exposure had a measurable effect, the
4,

Israeli children had a

significant margin over the Americans.
: !

But there is a more general Implication to be considered. As noted by

Lloyd (1972), samples taken from different.culture may resent individuals
who,have been assignedto different '!treatments" by atural, rather than

41.

,arbitrary, circumstances. These different "treatmepto," may, howev,er, entail

more than meets the eye. We have expected, the qualitativeMature of TV to be

similar in b /th countries and only quantities of dkposure to differ. What we

maii,end up finding-is/That we are dealing,alSo with two cultbrally different 3
4

media, although both are called ;'television". It is not just the nature -of the

. StimulUs'or eventhe technology which carries it that counts. Apparently also

much depends on the wathe medium, its messages and its codes are perceived.

What Cole, Gay, Cluck and Sharp (1971) haveshown, also applies to the roles

assigned to language in different 'cultures (see also Olson,. 1975). .-

<This then, may have rather interesting, anifications for the vsesof

educational TV. .1f,- as Hornik et al. (1973) show in their evaluation .of FTV

in E1-Salvador, older Ilighschocl students regard ETV as being of marginal
.

importance, then whatever may ,have been found to apply to ETV's effects in

youhger ages, may not apply to them.

Whit concerns our theory, seemsfto be that a far more important role

'aught to be assigned to one's perception of the task of encountering coded

message's,;then.originflly.envisioned, liiedilhiodes can affect the.mastery of

mental skills, along developmental lines slescribed abOve, but whether they
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affect the.skills, in fact, depends on how the child perceives-the situation. . ...'
. *

?
i , - .

_ 0

.4*
tr,,A.

. kExperiments and field Studies

Last but not least, these considerations mayshed some light-on the

differences of media's cognitive effects between ourycimitroLled-dexperiments an

our field study. In the-controlled experiments we'have asked whether TV and

filmic codes can be Made to affect the mastery-of mental skills. 'In the field

study (Study II) we have asked whether TV affeits in/fact the mastery.of skills,
v.,

when exposed to,under normal; "natural" conditions. As -one would expect, the

r--

o

effects 'of even short, though intensive, experimental treatments were far

'larger than those resulting from prolonged exposure to TV.

At least three reasons, which follow from lirtNeoreticalconsiefations,-

may account for these differences. First, as already mentioned, literate-
,r,

consumption of TV may be limited by one's copal-lie-channel capacity, But

while all of one's channel capacity is so121ykvoted to the experimental treat-
,' Nk

ment, making a- strong treatment effeet,pdggIble, many' inputs compete for space

in the limited chanlel'under "naturoniTons, this badly restricting thti

. rpotential effects of TV messages,

. ,Second, the codes utilized in Our,experiments,were desdlped to be $allient

and critical 'carriers of information, forcing thsubject to cope with thari

Under natural conditions of exposure, on he other codesnot all codes are .,

cohstantly salient or critical,, nor is the Viewer forced top cope with:them.

-He has got enough freedom of choice to select those messages from which inform- 4;

m
ation can be extracted without dealinglwith demanding codes.

.

,t
:

Finally, in the experiments specific demand. characteristics are imposed
. ,

.

On the subject, forcing him to:seriously extract information from the c ,ded
.

messages. Under natural conditions of exposure one is free, as wehave[

suggested, approach the task of viewing more seriously or more lightly'as . ..

one desires-.
.

It -seems that thdse'=factors causing the differences between our

Ilk
.*

Jexperiments and field study may well account also for similar differences
,/- ,

obseryed in the studie of TV and aggression and TV and pro'--Social behavior.

-_-_-- 9 5
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We may conclude that whereas media- can be made, and-perhalA' should be
.

made, to cultivate specific desirable mental skills under` controlled .experi-

mental and insicuciional cdndatipns, their "natuyali: effects are small. Yet,
_what our series of investigations, e4perimental -together with field studies,

sukgest is that there are developmental trends and situational factors whit
-Nd to be considered when me clia are to be'ilsed to aid.the cultivation of

mental

A Final,ote
4

0

2

4 0

This is o:-.r "final report to the, Spencer Foand,ation summarizing three;
years o. research. ::owevr-, we prefer to *Jerk the kirawiptg of finnl conclusion

and specific implication unti..1 after the results of our schoo
lidsed -6)iperimen-c,.co;hcerned; with the oggnitive effects of encoding messages .

e j .info filmic codes, are analyzed. Thus, our final' conclusions and eddcational* .
,

-41' °'
, ,'

iippiicafions. will be putilished sdparately,
.

. .
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Name

Class

School '

POINTS UFVIEW

On the following pages you will see a picture at the top of the page arwedther pictures
below it, as you can see in this example.

In the top picture there is a pcene of a
beach- and a boat. Let's imagine that you are a sailor bn the boat and are looking
towards the beach. What would you see? Would you see the view marked "A' br the oneMarked "B"? The correct answer is "B".

The sailor on the boat cannot
see the house because the hill. blocks his view of'it4

Also, sinee'the top of the hill in the upper picture points to the right, the sailor
on the boat sees it pointing to the'left, as in picture "B ".

Ikease mark an X C4 the box next to the letter-"B", as you see in the example.

You may now con'inue. On each of the following pages you will see a picture-at the top.
Next to the picture there is a question: There are foui pictures at the bottom to
choose from, not just two as in the example. Answer the question by marking an X in
the box above the correct "ictire.

104
11





4s

DETAIL AND CCNCEPT,

p
On each of the folloWing pages there are two pictures, juet like in the example
below. In the top picture; which IL;marked by the number 1,'somethingAis missing.
For instance, in the example below,111Te pencil is missing from the boy's hand in
picture 1. In the bottom pictur ked by the number 2, there are severA things,
including the missing object frolrure 1. As you can see, the pencil missing
from picture 1 can be found in picture 2. LoolC for it and you will find it. Now,
',lease lar. an X over the pencil, just like yef_i see in the example.

Find the missing object on each of the following pages.

6
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STORY COMPLETI4N'(yeital)

- ,. - :../ i
, ve 1

0 ,

On each of'the following'pagesthert i§:'story in the left -hand (A)
. v,

. ? ^column. .

-
The is incomplete Icsome:of4e sentences are from .,

a. , -,1*- '1*. ' ,:;+ . . ,

. -

it. The jnissing sentences appear 111,1*krightrhand lid colUmn:lialease,
.-,-

show,'by drying arrows from the sentences in tqlumn (B) -to the story in
.

c-column -(A), which sentences are-missing and, where in'the story they belong.

Ol

For Example:

A

The children ran quickly.

,Danny bit his lips.in pain.

I- !

% . B

liras quickly brought

IANI the, doctor helfld him very-much.,

I

4

E

, 1 0

I

st' out .laughing.
so

Danny tripped en a stone an4
fell and broke his leg.

The children continued to run:

/

4.

41.
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A

a

When- Jim came lime from.school he

saw smoke coming from the window
Of a tall building. He ran for
the nearest phone.

.It ads difficult to .put out the,

fire because there was'a lot of
smoke.

But the people re saved and,

only some fusnure ,was_ damaged.

"You.aie ire brave. You deserve
a medal", id the Are Chief to
Jim.

-

(

'The ship sank and Only avfew were
saved.'

First, they rested on the'sand,
and realized they had no food or
tent.`'-

One ).Older.boy,Said they 'should

first look for some wood for a
firs.

..."But how will we light-tile firer,

`cried one child,

That same night thOall sat
around the fire and kept warm.

"Fire Department! There is a fire
on' Market Street", hwaid.

e

Today We-leaned in school how.
firemen plAt out fires."

The ambularice arr
.hosRital f

Only a'few moments passed and the
firemen arrived. -

.

- 2 - '

The-cave was deep and dark.

,

"We'll learn from the Indians,"
said'the older boy. ..

)
.

Y "Let's put on our bathingsuiti."
,,

They swam to the islandwith all
their might. °r N '

'

, *
....-.$
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PAIRED WORDS

o

On thenext page you wr11, see several pairs, of, words. Your task is to7'

remem1r each word and its partner. In order to help you learn them, we'suggest

t you fin4 somerelationshlpkbetweenIthem and-that you make a picture in your

mind which describes this relationship.

For example: Lamb - Pants

If iiu can think .of a piqture in which the-lamb is wearing a pair of pants, it

will be easier. for you to remember the pair of words, Lam

4

Let's take another example: Pencil -, Cloud

Picture in your mind. a cloud that putsfortka hand and draws in the skives with

the Tencil.

When you are aske0..to turn,the page, read the list: of the word pairs and

for every pair think of'a picture in which both words appear.

1 1 0 .

I,
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Here are the word pairs for you to remembers

1. arm - boy

'2. rice - daisy

3. nothifig - life

4. mood- hUmor

5. house'- water

6. boot-; owl-,

7. poncil - elephant

8. dignity - sympathy

,

9. tame - matter

10. hand - town
'4\44.

11. energy - kindness,

12. mind,- way

a

N
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See if you can complete each pate with the right word.

.pe

1.
*

boot -

2. pencil ..,

/ 39 L. sympathy

14.' time

1

.

5 -,boy,

6. daisy

7. nothing -

'IL mood -

9. water

'.10. hand -

-

,

kindness'

12. - way

0
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Name

Claims

School

DETAIL AND WHOLE

,1

.On the following pages you will' see one picture at

page which is different from the four others at the bottom of the plage.

the top picture is an -enlarged part of_one of the bottom pictures.

For example, here you see the foot of.a roosterNli the top picture. If you

look carefully at the'lower pictures you will see the foot in picture "B",

but this time you see it as Part of.a whole picture. Please mark an X in

/ .01
the box above the correct picture "B". Please continue in this way on

the following pages.

113
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That you see on the top is a picture
are not in their correct positions.'
in the four squares at the bottom so

41%,
1

Here is an wimple*

?:CTJRE ORDER
(space Construction)

which has been cut into four pieces, but the pieces
Try to imagine how the fqur pieces must be placed
that they will form one correct picture.

This picture of a house has been cutatip so that iou see one pest of the roof, the front
door and porch, a bottom corner of the house; weanother part of the roof. If you imagine
that picture "A" fits into the uppervTi:ghthand square and:that picture "D" fits.tnto the
upper-lefthand square, then you will have a complete roof. .Now, if you can imagine picture
'5" as fitting into the lower-righthand square, and picture "C" into the lower-lefthand
square, then you will have a complete picture of the house.

Flpase complete the following
four pages in the same manner.
Each piece of the picture has
a letter. Vtite.that letter
in the empty square to sbow how
you would arrange the pieces to
make a eompliste picture.

II

6

41
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SERIES `COMPLETION

In this test you will, see rows of designs $r figures like those onthis page. Each

rot consists of four figures callea Problem Figures and five called Answer Figures.
ti

Th' four Problem Figures make,a,series. You are to find. out which one Of the Answer

Figures would be the next, or the fifth. one in the series.

Here is an example:

Pr.oiolera Figures Answer Figures

B .0 D

X
E

/.
Ilthe first block the line.is standing up straignt. In the other ?locks, the line

keeps falling to the right. In the fifth block, it would be lying eompletely flat.

Therefore, the .correct answer is "D".

Now here is another example:

Problem Fisures

. 4

_ . _ fp

look ca efully at the,position of the

corner to corner in a clockwise direct

corner; fro5.there it gOes to the tot.

and finally to the bottom left corner.

A

Answer'Figures

C D
to-

_

E

black dot. You will see the dot moving from

ions At the bdginning, it is at the top left

right corner, next to,the bottom right corner,

Whereiwill it continue to gol It will'come

back to the top left corner like in the beginning. Therefore answer "B" is'the correct

one. Please mark an X'in.the "B" square.- Continue in this way on the next two pages.
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INTERRUPTED SERIES

On the following pages you will see a series of different figures which

read from left to right. Each series is incqmplete because one figure is missing

at the end.
> After the problem series, there is a series of figures which is the

answer seMes. :n the answer series there are four figures, one of these'is the

missing? for the problem series.

A
Here is an mower series,

*,

For example, here is a'oroblem series,

The letter "E" in the answer series is the correct answer to the problem series.

Please mark an X over the letter because, it cprrectly completes.hhelaroblem

series. riere is another example!

problem series!

4
Answer series*

The correct answer

the problem series begins with one dot, then two. dots, then three, and then four

dots. The correct answer then It7flve dots. But also pay attention to the;,,fact 7.7-314,116,

evis'

0
O

o
0

0

0
o

0
0

o
o

0

oX
o
0

o

0

c,

0
0

0
to the problem_eAriPs

'4 7,

is the second answer block. Why? Because

that the five dots are on a diagonal and therefore the last Wwer block it

incorrect. There are five dots, --but these art not placed on a diagonal.

The wan series will not appear on the sat page with the autlIg series,

as in the above examples. Therefore each time you look at the =hag series, do

so. carefully, because between the two series you will complete a short task. Only

after you finish this will you be given the answer series. Then you zanoose

the correctsfigure that completes the problem series.

11.9
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Fill In all the triangles you seQ on this page.

4
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i.1XED STORIES

I

'le shall now read you some short stories. Listen to the stories

cargfully, amdfolldW al 411g b<reading them to yourself as they are read

aloUd. Afterwards you will be aske d some questions about them.

-

p
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Billy4 and Johnny loved the row obtall trees in the park which they

used.to pass on their way fo school. The trees provided lots pf shade and

a Cool breeze in the ,summer, and the children could4play hide - and -go -seek

between them. One day, Billy was on his way home through the park, and what

did he see? Workmen, were about to chop down the beautifpl trees in ofder to

widen the road. _Billy was very concerned and ran to Johnny's house to tell ,

him about it. The fnllowing day, on his way back from school Billy heard

loud noises coming from the park. He quickly approached the park and suddenly

sawthe people from the neighborhood assembling fora large demonstration to-
,

protest,,the plan to widen the road. Billy was so happy, he ran to the nearest,

phone and called Johnny to give him the good news.

44

Next to the only public telephone booth in the small resort town were

several. people lined;up to wait their tgrn to use the phone. 'Inside the booth

stood a young girl speaking to sodeone.. .She did not eveh.bother to notice

the people whp were waiting for Her to finieh.. Finally, after a long wait, fp

one man who was waiting to call a doctor completely los 4 patience. He

knocked lightly on the door of the booth 100,asked the girl to hurry up, but

she pretended nap

joined the man in

and on, When she

to hear him and continues talking. .Several other people

4

conversation, but shg just went onasking her to end her

was'finally done, she stepped out of the phone booth and

said, "What's wrong?1- I got here first, and I've got a rig* to use the phone

jet like you do." "You have terrible manners!" cried one crthe

people !b "Don't ou know that the public telephone is here for everyone to
AL

use?"

124:
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Joey and David were brothers about.the same age. When graduation was

near, both wanted bicycles. But bicycles were expensive, and they didn't have

enough money to buy them. Joey said to David, "Why don't we-go out to work

after school so we can earn money to buy bikes?" Both children decided to

ask the florist if they could delivQr flowers the next day.

The next afternoon, wheq-it was'time to go out to work, David said, "I

,Tthink I'll come tomorrow... I "want Gazpastoutside today with one of my

friends." That day Joey went to work alone. On the following day he asked

David to join him but David said;'/'11 come tomorrow." And so it was in the

third and fourth day, and David's "tomortowligrer came. Joey was jealous

that.his brother stayed home to play with his friends, but his sorrow lasted

only a short while. After several weeks, J9ey'came home ridinhis new

, bicycle.. And now just imagine how sad David must have been.

One day during the Easter vacationAlick stood waiting for Timtnear

the movie theatre box-office. Roth boys had planned to go to the,movies ta=.
"IP

gether. Dick waited for Tim but Tim didn't arrive. The movie had already
*D.

beggiligid . Tim still hadn't arrived, and DicR was getting angrier by the

minute. After a long while Dick decided to retura home and give up the movie.
_

Dick said, to his mother, "Boy,' is Tim a nasty and irresponsible friend! I

don't want to be his best friend any more." The next daY,on his way toschool,

Dick de&ded to tell Tim what he thought of him, and that he didn't want to

Are friends any more. Dick was very suprised to find out that Tim didn't come

to school either. After school Dick hurried to Tim's house and found him there

,laid up in bed with bandages on his hand and leg....Only then did Tim tell

Dick that as he wasrunning tolthe movie theatre in order to be on time, he

slipped on the road and never made their appoirgment. Dick said to himself,

"Wow, I was really quick to accuse My friend. I should haviWaited first

to see what had haOpened." Dick then smiled in relief.

1g5
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Below.tou will find five, questions about the Stories you have just
s .

heard. Each question, has four answers, but Only one is correct. Please

Circle the'ember of the correct.answer for. each question

You may begin now.

1) Why was thwgirl's'behaVIor an example of bad_gapa40

1. Because she didn't pay attention to the ifileof people outside

( 2. Because she didn't keep her promise and go to work

3. Because she didn't arrivie on time to her appointment
- /

4. Because she joined the demonstration

What' was the excitin news that the child told his friend on the phone?

1. That there was a long.line near the telephone and people were angry

2. That both of them hadAtilork at the florist's

3. That he waen't a good.friend because he didn't come to the movies airtime

4. That there was a demonstration in the neighborhood to protest chopping

down the trees

it

3) What can we learn aboul the meeting near the movie theatre?

1. That a good friend calls his friend to tell about the demonstration

2. That one has tp wait patiently

3. That one should not jump to conclusions about people

4. That the industrious person is rewarded for his labor
gr
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VISUAL GAPS (Story Completion)

. on the following pages there is a row of pictures at the top of each page. These pictures tell a story, but the story is .

incomplete. There are missing pictures. The missing pictires appear among the pictures in thtbottom row. Please draw arrows

from the missing picturesin the bottom row, to the top row. Make each arrow point to where it would help complete the story.

Make sure it points betweei two pictures. Sometimes you will need only one picture from the bottom row to complete the story

and aometimesyou will need more than one.

top row of pictures begins on the left and goes to the right Don't thange the order of the pictures in the to row. Now

here is an example:

In the top row you see pictures
which tell about a boy who gets a' glass of milk and spills it. But thestory is incomplete. If .

you look carefully you will see that one of.the pictures in tHe'bottom row cothpletes the story at the top. It is the middle

picture which completes the story because it shows how the boy drops the glass. The other pictucesdo not belong in the story.

The cat drinking from the,dish and the girl'clropping the glass do not belong to the story.

(PleaSe remember that not all of the pictures in the bottom row belong to the story. Sometimes you will need to add o5.V one ana

sometipes,as many as three or

four. In each case,,please
drawarrows,which show exactly_

\ where in ehe-top row the

lis ures goes. Please remember

'tha'E none oe the bottom pictures_,:-.

Otin be placed at the.besinning

or-at the end of the story.

12.
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Sample Items from LL Questionnaire

Time from 1:nn to 1:15

I did not watch TV at this time.

Ch. 2
Decades of Decision

At the beginning of the program:

1. There was 'a meeting of the

people.

2. The American Soldiers were winninr,
the battle

3. The American soldiers were almost
defeated

4. There was a party. in celebintion

Ch. 10 "ovie - nevil at 4 O'clock

The movie opened with men in:

1. A sailboat

2. A submarine

3. An airplane

4. A car

1

Ch. 4
Grandstand

The narrators talked about:

1. Here one can buy a closed-curcuit
T.V.

2. Billy Jean rings new tennis racke

3. 'tabor sports events of the weekend

4. '' a fish pond in one's)
-yard

Ch Good viorning

The arrival on the show was:

1. A cow

2. An elephant

3. A dog

4. A seal

ch..38 Donovan's Reef

The man:

1. played tennis

. 'Bought a horse

. Kissed the lady

. Stole some jewelry.

Ch. 44

Ch. 7 Movie - The Caddy Ch. 56 "ovie - A Summer Place

What did Jerry Lewis (the caldy) do In this movie Molly:

to shake the dogs?
. ,Played ball with her friends

1. .ran as fast as he could

'2., jumped over a wall

3. Dressed up in someone else's

clothes

4. Drove away in a car

1. *gad a little,baby girl

3. Was in laire with.Johnny

4. Lived in a dormitory

I watched a program not Hate' on.thia pape

Channel number !fine of progrJr1

1_31
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As part of the study. me are conducti,ng, we would like to ask you some

questions about, what you did . yesterday.

\

Please do not write

in thy margins.

AIN '6.

7.

S.

9.

10.

1

Did you read the newspaper yesterday (not including the comics)?

1 No

2 Yes

Did you read a book yesterday?

1 No

2 Yes

Did you listen tolthe radio or to records yesterday?

1 No

2 Yes.

c,

Did you resd the comics or comic books yesterday?'

1 No

2 Yes

How long did you watch TV yesterday?

0 I didn't watch at all

1 Less than orpa hour

2 One hour

3 Two hours,

4" Three hours

13?

5 Four hours

6 Five hours

7 -Six hours

8 Seven hours
fr-

9 Eight or more hours

ar


